
5
CRITICAL CRACK SIZE CALCULATIONS

This section describes the development of a conservative critical crack size methodology specific
to the subject nozzle-to-safe-end geometry and materials. This methodology is based on the net
section collapse (NSC) equations for an arbitrary circumferential crack profile in a thin-walled
pipe. For the purposes of this project, normal thermal piping loads were included in the crack
stability calculations, and a Z-factor approach reducing the NSC failure load was implemented in
consideration of the possibility of an EPFM failure mechanism. Finally, in support of the
methodology, available experimental failure data for complex cracks in materials similar to
Alloy 82/182 were evaluated.

5.1 Methodology

Critical crack sizes were computed using a spreadsheet implementation of the Net Section
Collapse (NSC) solution for an arbitrary circumferential crack profile, assuming thin wall
equilibrium [24]. Since crack front coordinates were available for each step of the crack growth
simulations, stability calculations could be performed at every increment of crack growth with
the net sectioncollapse model. Combined with the leak rate simulations discussed in Section 6,
which could also be performed at each increment of through-wall crack growth, evolutions of
leak rate and stability margin on load versus time were computed and are presented in Section 7.
The NSC solution presented in Reference [24] allows for the calculation of net section collapse
loads under three different scenarios. The first is used when the crack is entirely in tension. The
second and third scenarios are used when part of the crack is on the compressive side of the
neutral axis of the cracked section; the second scenario allows the crack to take compression
(i.e., crack closure allows transmission of any compressive forces) while the third scenario
assumes that the crack cannot take compression (i.e., crack is sufficiently blunt not to allow any
contact between the crack faces). For all calculations in this report, if part of the crack was on
the compressive side of the neutral axis of the cracked section, it was conservatively assumed not
to take compression.

Given that any hypothetical stress corrosion cracking could be located near the safe end, the flow
strength used in the critical crack size calculations was based on the safe end material. Based on
design drawings and certified material test report (CMTR) information for the nine plants
considered in this analysis, most of the stainless steel safe ends were constructed from SA182
Grade F316L. The remaining safe ends were constructed from SA182 Grade F316 except forthe
safe ends for the Plant I surge and safety/relief nozzles, which are cast stainless steel SA-351
Grade CF8M. The room-temperature yield and ultimate tensile strengths obtained from the
various CMTRs are plotted in Figure 5-1 along with the flow strength calculated as the average
of the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength. These were adjusted to a temperature of
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650'F based on the relative dependence of yield strength and ultimate tensile strength on
temperature in the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code per Equation [5-1]:

S650oF - CMTR x Code6SOoF [5-11CodeRr

The resulting at-temperature properties are plotted in Figure 5-2, which supports the use of 45.6
ksi for the flow strength in the limit load calculations. This also corresponds to the flow stress
used as an input to the Z-factor EPFM calculations discussions below in Section 5.4.

5.2 Applied Loads

The loads used as a basis for the critical crack size calculations are taken from the appropriate
sensitivity study case discussed in Section 7. These loads are taken from the piping loads
provided for each plant, as summarized in Section 2.2. All critical crack size calculations in the
case matrix were performed using primary (deadweight plus pressure) and normal thermal
expansion piping loads, with the exception of Cases 49, 50, and 51, which were explicitly
designated to not consider thermal loads as a sensitivity study.

Using the supplied load data from all nine plants, the effective moments were calculated from the
bending moment components for each nozzle based on a Von Mises stress approach using
Equation [5-2]:

Meff=j+My+Mi [5-2]

where M. (torsion, 1), AM,, and M, are taken as the sum of the individual moment components
(i.e., dead weight + thermal expansion).

Similarly, as shown in Equation [5-3], the total axial force was taken as the scalar sum of the
relevant individual axial forces (dead weight + thermal expansion), plus the end cap pressure
load calculated based on the pressure times the cross sectional area of the weld inside diameter
plus the area of the crack face.

F,°,, Fx°w + F +°T + D2 +-- f.'D2o- D2 [5-3]
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5.3 Load Considerations

The inclusion of full normal thermal expansion loads is considered a conservatism for the critical
flaw size calculations. Appendix B and Appendix C include separate evaluations detailing how
thermal bending loads would be expected to significantly relax in the presence of a large
circumferential flaw. Of particular interest are the surge nozzle thermal loads, which generate
larger stresses than the thermal loads for the safety/relief and spray nozzles. The Appendix B
study reviews test data from the NRC-sponsored Degraded Piping Program and provides analysis
results from piping models for the surge lines of two representative plants. The results of this
study support the conclusion that the surge nozzle piping thermal loads are completely relieved
prior to nozzle rupture since the supportable crack plane rotation is greater than the imposed
rotation due to thermal expansion. Appendix C describes a set of elastic and elastic-plastic finite
element analyses of a pipe with an idealized through-thickness crack that were used to determine
the effect on bending moment and crack driving force due to an imposed end rotation. The
analyses performed in Appendix C result in a similar amount of crack plane rotation as the
Appendix B results. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the additional conservatism introduced by
including the normal thermal loads bounds the potential effects of potentially higher thermal
loads in the surge line during heat and cooldown due to stratification.

Welding residual stresses and through-wall bending stresses caused by radial differential thermal
expansion between the stainless steel piping and the carbon steel nozzle were likewise not
included as part of the limit load analyses since they are local secondary stresses. Seismic loads
were also neglected from the critical crack size calculations since it was considered overly
conservative to consider such an unlikely event given the time frame under investigation (-6
months). It should be noted that the loads resulting from an SSE event were not significantly
higher than those resulting from the combination of pressure, dead weight, and normal operation
thermal.

5.4 EPFM Considerations

Though the crack growth calculations were performed elastically, the critical crack size
calculations included elastic-plastic considerations through the use of a Z factor. The Z factor
acts as a correction factor on the limit load solution and is a function of the material toughness
and pipe diameter. It is used to reduce the supportable moment when elastic-plastic fracture
mechanics conditions control rather than limit load conditions. Per Reference [25], for a given
material, the Z factor is solely a function of the size of a weld (NPS). For the case of Alloy
82/182, Z factor curves were calculated [26,27] using the stainless steel base metal strength and
the toughness of the Alloy 182 weld metal. Fits to the calculation results yielded Equation [5-4].

0.00065NPS - 0.0 1386NPS2 +0. 1034NPS + 0.902 , NPS • 8"

O.0000022NPS3 - 0.OOO2NPS2 +0.OO64NPS+1.1355 , NPS > 8" [5-4]

In this analysis, the Z factor as calculated using Equation [5-4] was used to reduce the
supportable moment, thereby reducing the margin on stability for a given crack profile.
However, experimental evidence suggests that a Z factor needs only be applied when the
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Dimensionless Plastic Zone Parameter (DPZP), an empirically based parameter providing a
measure of the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip relative to the pipe size (see Section 5.6),
is less than unity. In the analyses conducted, a Z factor was conservatively applied to all limit
load calculations regardless of the DPZP for the case under consideration.

5.5 Calculations Verification

The Arbitrary Net Section Collapse (ANSC) software [28] was used to validate the spreadsheet
implementation of the NSC solution to an arbitrary crack profile. Unlike the model developed in
[24], the ANSC software allows the moment loading to be arbitrarily positioned around the pipe
relative to the location of the crack. However, when half symmetry conditions exist in the pipe
cross-section and the moment is applied such that its axis is perpendicular to the symmetry plane,
as is assumed throughout this report, the ANSC program's solution should default to that of the
regular NSC model implemented in spreadsheet form in support of this project. Several crack
profiles under various loads were investigated and in all cases, exact agreement (within three
significant figures) was obtained between the results of the ANSC program and the spreadsheet
implementation of the NSC solution.

5.6 Model Validation Comparison with Experiment

The predictions obtained from the spreadsheet implementation of the net section collapse model
were also compared to experimental complex crack data from bending failure tests [29,30,31].
Complex crack data were deemed most applicable to this project since the model predictions for
the majority of cases investigated resulted in either complex cracks or through-wall cracks with a
long ID surface component. The data from the test programs [29,30,31] were taken for materials
with higher toughness (Alloy 600 and Stainless Steel) than those considered here.

Using the geometric data from each test, the DPZP was calculated as in Appendix B (see
Equation [5-5]) using the C(T) toughness and not the possibly reduced apparent toughness for
complex cracks. Then, the moment corresponding to net section collapse was computed with
DEI's spreadsheet implementation of the net section collapse model. These calculated moments
were then compared with the maximum moments obtained from the experimental programs. The
results of this comparison are shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. As shown, the net section
collapse model in which the crack is not allowed to take compression provides a better and more
conservative estimate of the experimental maximum moments. Hence, this version of the net
section collapse model was used for all the stability calculations in this report. Additionally, the
results shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 appear to support the need for a correction factor (i.e.,
Z factor) at DPZP's belowunity. Hence, the Z-factor was conservatively applied in all cases
considered in this report.
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Figure 5-1
Available CMTR Strength Data for Subject Stainless Steel Safe Ends
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6
LEAK RATE MODELING

This section describes the leak rate calculation procedure applied to the through-wall portion of
the crack growth simulations using EPRI's PICEP software. The crack opening area at the weld
OD calculated in the crack growth finite-element simulations was applied directly in the PICEP
leak rate calculations. NRC's SQUIRT software was also applied in a scoping study for the
purpose of comparison.

6.1 PICEP Modeling

The leak rates discussed in this report were calculated using EPRI's Pipe Crack Evaluation
Program (PICEP), a computer program developed for LWR pipe and SG tube leaks [32].
Although PICEP can be used to compute crack opening displacements and leak rates (see
Section 6.3), in this analysis, it was used solely to model leak rates since the crack opening
displacements calculated during the crack growth modeling were used to generate the required
crack opening displacement (COD) inputs. Therefore, no material property inputs were required
for the leak rate calculations and the effects of pipe loads on leak rates were captured through the
crack opening displacements calculated during crack growth.

All leak rate simulations were performed using crack opening displacements at the outside
diameter of the fracture mechanics models described in Sections 4 and 7. Specifically, the outer
diameter crack opening displacements from the fracture mechanics FEA model were used to
compute a crack opening area, which was then used in conjunction with the OD length of the
crack and an assumed crack shape (normally elliptical) to calculate the single-value crack
opening displacement input for PICEP. In the PICEP calculations, a uniform length through the
weld thickness was assumed.

For longer through-wall cracks predicted in this project (which are mostly complex or through
wall with a long ID surface component), the crack opening area is generally smallest at the OD.
However, as shown in Figure 6-2, under some conditions, crack opening displacements near the
mid-wall were computed to be less than those at the OD. Even though the circumferential extent
of cracking is somewhat greater at the mid-wall in comparison to the OD, in some cases the
crack opening area at the mid-wall was found to be somewhat smaller than the opening area at
the OD. In order to quantify the impact of using the OD crack opening displacements rather than
those at the mid-wall, crack opening displacements at the mid-wall were extracted from the
structural calculations for one case (Case 1) and used to calculate a leak rate taking into account
the difference in area between the mid-wall and the OD. Though the crack opening area at the
outside diameter was 1.5 times that at the mid-wall, the flow rate calculated assuming the crack
to have a constant cross sectional area equal to that at the OD was only 20% greater than that
calculated using the crack with variable cross sectional area. Given that this effect is
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considerably smaller than the expected accuracy of the leak rate simulations, the more readily
available outside diameter crack opening displacements were used to compute the leak rates in
Tables 7-5 and 7-6. No comparisons were made using crack opening displacements at the inside
diameter since, as stated earlier, most cases exhibited either complex cracks or through-wall
cracks with long ID surface components leading to even larger crack opening areas than those at
the outside diameter.

The inputs to the leak rate calculations are listed in Table 6-1. The crack morphology parameters
(surface roughness and number of turns) were selected to be representative of PWSCC cracks
[32,33]. The results of the leak rate simulations are included with the stability results in Tables
7-5 and 7-6.

6.2 Scoping Results

As part of the leakage calculations, scoping analyses were performed to confirm the appropriate
selection of inputs. Specifically, the effect of assuming the crack shape to be elliptical was
investigated. The choice of an elliptical shape was motivated by the actual crack opening
displacements computed during the crack growth simulations. A plot showing the shape of the
crack opening at the OD for Case 1 when the leak rate was calculated to be 1 gpm is shown in
Figure 6-3 along with the elliptical, diamond, and rectangular profiles which correspond to the
actual profile's crack opening area and length. As seen in the figure, the actual shape of the
crack is very well approximated by an ellipse.

In order to quantify the effect of assumed crack shape, leakage simulations were conducted for
one case using rectangular and diamond shaped crack openings rather than the default ellipse.
The results showed the ellipse to be conservative (i.e., result in lower flow rate) by 2% relative to
the other two crack shapes. Therefore, the elliptical crack shape was used to generate all of the
leak rate results shown in Tables 7-5 and 7-6.

6.3 Comparison with SQUIRT Modeling

As part of leakage calculation verification studies, comparisons were made between leak rates
predicted using PICEP and those predicted using the NRC's Seepage Quantification of Upsets in
Reactor Tubes (SQUIRT) program [34]. Since these calculations were performed prior to the
crack growth calculations, a slightly different approach than that described in Section 6.1 was
used. Specifically, PICEP was used to calculate both crack opening displacement and leakage
for a given crack length, loading condition, and assumed crack shape. A summary of the
structural inputs used in the crack opening displacement calculations is provided in Table 6-2.
The crack opening displacement and assumed crack shape were then used to calculate the leak
rate using the SQUIRT code for the same assumed crack shape.

When specifying the crack geometry, PICEP allows the user to vary the crack opening area
linearly from the ID to the OD whereas SQUIRT allows the user to linearly vary the crack length
and opening independently through the thickness. In order to be compatible with the inputs used
in PICEP, the crack length and opening used in SQUIRT were kept constant through the
thickness resulting in a constant crack cross-sectional area through the thickness. The assumed
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crack shape for this study was taken to be rectangular. As described in Section 6.2, the shape of
the crack was concluded to have a minimal effect on the predicted leak rates.

The PICEP modeling used the same fluid friction inputs as those used in the final leakage
calculations presented in Tables 7-5 and 7-6. The SQUIRT simulations were conducted using its
built-in PWSCC modeling inputs.

The leak rate calculations were done for cracks ranging in length from 1 to 10 inches using the
geometry and loading applicable to the Wolf Creek relief nozzle, and the results are shown in
Figure 6-1. As shown in the figure, the PICEP calculations spanned a range of applied bending
moments, whereas the SQUIRT calculations were performed only for the full moment case. It is
clear from the figure that the leak rates obtained using the SQUIRT code, albeit consistently
greater than those obtained using PICEP (1% to 30% greater in the figure), are generally in good
agreement with those obtained from PICEP. The results in Figure 6-1 also clearly demonstrate
the effect of the applied bending moment to increase the crack opening area and, thus, leak rate.

6.4 Leak Rate Predication Uncertainty

An estimate of the uncertainty associated with the leak rate calculations described above is
presented in Appendix D of this report. This appendix describes a statistical study of
experimental leak rate data for through-wall cracks having an IGSCC morphology. The study
shows that a multiplicative factor of 1.5 to 2.0 on the leak rate calculated using the NRC
SQUIRT code describes the uncertainty in leak rate due to scatter in the test data for the IGSCC
samples tested. As noted in Section 7.2.3, a leak rate margin factor of 4.0 is applied in
recognition of other sources of uncertainty in the leak rate calculation not addressed by this
statistical evaluation such as the variability in the PWSCC crack morphology parameters (e.g.,
crack surface roughness and tortuosity) versus the PWSCC type assumptions described in this
section,
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Table 6-1
Input Parameters to PICEP Leak Rate Calculations Based on PWSCC Flaw Morphology

Quantity Units Safety, Relief, and Surge Nozzles

Spray Nozzles

Outside Diameter in Case-specific

Thickness in Case-specific

Crack Orientation - Circumferential

Crack Cross-Sectional Shape - Elliptical

Crack Opening Displacement in Case- and Step-specific

Crack Length in Case- and Step-specific

Fluid Conditions Inside Pipe in Wet Steam Saturated Liquid

Fluid Stagnation Pressure psia 2250

Steam Quality - 100% -

Stagnation Temperature OF - 653

External Pressure psia 14.7

Surface Roughness in 3.94E-04

Exit to Inlet Crack Area Ratio - 1

Number of 45' turns per inch 24

Entrance loss coefficient - 0.61

Table 6-2
Input Parameters to PICEP Crack Opening Displacement Calculations Used in Leakage
Comparison Study with SQUIRT Code

Quantity Units [ Value

Outside Diameter in 7.75

Thickness in 1.29

Young's Modulus ksi 28300

Yield Stress ksi 34.2

Flow Stress ksi 45.6

Crack Shape Rectangular

Ramberg-Osgood Exponent (ax) 3.25

Ramberg-Osgood Parameter (n) 3.56

Non-pressure Axial Load kips 5.41

Effective Bending Moment in-kips 275.235
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7
SENSITIVITY CASE MATRIX

This section discusses the development and application of an extensive crack growth sensitivity
matrix covering the geometry, load, and fabrication factors for each of the 51 subject welds, as
well as the uncertainty in key modeling parameters such as those associated with welding
residual stress, initial crack shape and depth, the K-dependence of the crack growth rate
equation, and the effect of multiple flaw initiation sites in a single weld. Section 7 also presents
a set of evaluation criteria that was developed to guide interpretation of the matrix results. The
evaluation criteria provide safety margins based on explicit consideration of leak rate detection
sensitivity, plant response time, and uncertainty in the crack stability calculations. This section
begins with a description of the key modeling outputs that are developed using the crack growth
(Section 4), crack stability (Section 5), and leak rate (Section 6) models described in previous
sections.

7.1 Modeling Procedure and Outputs

In order to evaluate each crack growth sensitivity case, the following general procedure was
applied based on the crack growth, crack stability, and leak rate submodels described in the
previous sections:

Step 1. Using FEACrack, the assumed initial crack is grown as a part-depth surface crack
until the crack reaches a depth of about 93% of the wall thickness. This is the maximum
depth for which the surface crack can be reliably meshed. In the case of partial-arc surface
cracks, if the ends of the crack are calculated to join up, then the partial-arc model is
transitioned to a 360' surface crack by assuming that the relatively small ligament between
the ends of the partial-arc crack is instantaneously eliminated. In some cases, the surface
crack may be observed to arrest prior to growing through-wall due to decay in the driving
stress intensity factor to zero. In such cases, the analysis case is terminated at this step.

" Step 2. The surface crack profile is extended from the 93% depth to 100% depth based on a
single step using the stress intensity factors along the crack front at the 93% depth.

" Step 3. The final 100% deep surface crack, which intersects the OD surface at a single point,
is converted to an initial through-wall or complex crack by eliminating the thin ligament
between the final surface crack and the OD surface. It is assumed that this surface ligament
between the final 100% deep surface crack and the weld OD is instantaneously cracked in the
region in which it is thinner than about 10% of the wall thickness. (In some cases, the
surface ligament is assumed to be instantaneously cracked out to a significantly thicker
ligament location.) For the case of surge nozzles the initial through-wall total opening angle
was typically about 260, while for the safety/relief and spray nozzles the initial through-wall
total opening angle was typically about 420. However, for the ID repair cases the initial
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through-wall total opening angle was often about 200 because of the difference in ligament
geometry specific to the repair cases.

Step 4. Using FEACrack, the initial through-wall or complex crack profile from Step 3 is
grown until the point that subsequent post-processing shows the crack to reach its stability
limit. In a few cases in which the initial through-wall crack is much longer on the inside
surface than on the outside surface (e.g., 1800 compared to 400), the initial through-wall
crack may be converted to a complex crack because of the difficulty in properly meshing the
highly slanted through-wall crack geometry. This was applied in the following cases: 28b,
37c, 38c, 39c, 40c, and 41c. This conversion is a conservative assumption given that the
complex crack envelopes the through-wall crack, reducing crack stability while not having a
significant effect on the calculated leak rate.

* Step 5. The crack stability load margin factor and leak rate are determined for various steps
in the through-wall or complex crack progression as a post-processing calculation as
described in Sections 5 and 6. In the crack stability model, the crack face pressure is applied
as an increase in the axial end cap load. The total axial load considers the operating pressure
acting on the inside diameter cross section and on the crack face, as well as the dead weight
and normal operating piping thermal constraint axial forces. Note that in the crack stability
calculation the sum of dead weight and normal thermal axial forces is always taken based on
the maximum reported for each geometry configuration, even though the typical (i.e.,
midrange) axial stress is usually assumed in the crack growth calculations. This approach is
conservative because a higher axial load will always lead to reduced crack stability, whereas
the effect of the axial load magnitude on the overall analysis through its effect on crack
growth was not known with certainty before the matrix was substantially completed.

Step 5 facilitates calculating the time from detectable leakage to rupture based on different
choices for margin factors on the calculated leak rate and on the loads used to calculate crack
stability. Closely related to this time interval output are the calculated leak rates at the beginning
and end of this interval. In some cases, the initial leak rate upon cracking of the thin surface
ligament between the final surface flaw and OD surface may be greater than the detectable leak
rate, including consideration of a margin factor applied to the calculated leak rate. Another key
output is the load stability margin factor at the time that the leaking flaw produces a detectable
level of leakage. A secondary key output parameter is the time from the initial assumed surface
flaw until stable through-wall penetration, or alternatively until rupture. This time may be
compared to the operating age of the subject weld as a secondary evaluation.

7.2 Evaluation Criteria

7.2.1 Introduction

In order to facilitate interpretation of the main analysis results of this study, a set of evaluation
criteria were developed based on input from the EPRI expert panel and industry representatives.
Consideration was given to the many modeling uncertainties addressed in the detailed
calculations performed, with explicit treatment of uncertainties in the crack stability and leak rate
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calculations. Attributes related to RCS leak rate detection sensitivity and plant response times
were derived from current licensing commitments of the subject plants.

Hence, analytical case results of this study that meet these evaluation criteria fulfill the objective
of this project as stated in Section 1.2 by demonstrating the viability of leakage detection to
preclude the potential for rupture. However, these results should be applied by others to make a
final determination regarding the timing of the initial PDI examination or mitigation for each of
the subject welds.

7.2.2 Criteria

Figure 7-1 illustrates the evaluation criteria that were developed from the calculated development
of increasing leak rate and decreasing stability margin with time for the through-wall phase of
the crack growth progression. The criteria can be stated in either of two equivalent ways:

1. Are there at least 7 days after the calculated leak rate reaches 1.0 gpm prior to the critical
crack size being reached based on a margin factor of 1.2 applied to the applicable loads?

or equivalently

2. Is the crack stability margin factor on the applicable loads at least 1.2 at a time seven
days after the calculated leak rate reaches 1.0 gpm?

In Figure 7-1, the line with square markers reflects the calculated leak rate for the predicted
through-wall crack as a function of time. The line with circular markers reflects the ratio of the
critical supportable load versus the reported operating load (i.e., stability load margin) for the
cracked nozzle weld also as a function of time. The plot begins at the time of the initial leaking
through-wall crack. Applying a margin factor of four to a detection limit of 0.25 gpm accounts
for the analytical uncertainties in calculating the leak rate, and results in a value of 1.0 gpm.
Where the leak rate curve intersects 1.0 gpm establishes the beginning time when the
hypothetical plant initially identifies the existence of this small leak and initiates its actions in
response to a potential unidentified leak source. Conservatively, the plant would be in Mode 5
within the seven day period. The final criterion evaluates the stability margin on load. This is
graphically illustrated by plotting a stability margin value of 1.2 on the seven-day line previously
established and determining where the stability curve resides relative to this point. If this point is
below the stability curve, then plant shutdown prior to rupture is indicated.

7.2.3 Basis

The technical basis for the evaluation criteria are as follows:

Seven days are conservatively required for the plant to shut down in response to a slowly
increasing leak rate after it reaches 0.25 gpm more than the baseline leak rate. In early 2007
US PWRs committed to implement enhanced leakage monitoring programs until completion
of inspection / mitigation actions on their pressurizer nozzles. These commitments include
daily measurement of RCS leakage and specific timetables for plant actions to identify and
respond to a change in RCS leakage relative to a baseline value. The baseline leakage for
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each plant is established using leak rates measured within 7 days after achieving Mode 1
100% power operation following the most recent bare metal visual examination of the
pressurizer Alloy 82/182 butt weld locations. Two leakage thresholds were established: a
0.25 gpm leak rate above the plant baseline that is sustained for 72 hours; or a 0.1 gpm leak
rate change from one day to the next, which is sustained for 72 hours. If either of these
thresholds is exceeded, and it cannot be confirmed that it is from sources other than
pressurizer nozzle welds, then the unit will be placed in Mode 3 within 6 hours and Mode 5
within 36 hours. Therefore, the cumulative total elapsed time, assuming that a through-wall
leak occurs just after the daily leakage measurement, would be approximately 6 days.
However, because key actions in this sequence occur on roughly a daily basis, an additional
full day has been included to conservatively define a minimum plant response period for
application within the evaluation criteria.

* A margin factor of 4.0 is applied to a level of leakage (0.25 gpm) that plant detection systems
can confidently detect to account for uncertainty in the calculated leak rate. A statistical
study comparing the predictions of the SQUIRT leak rate code to leak rate measurements for
IGSCC samples (see Appendix D) shows that for measured leak rates greater than about
0.1 gpm, there is a 95% probability that the predicted leak rate is within a factor of 1.5 to 2.0
of the measured value. The EPRI PICEP code, which was used in this study to calculate the
leak rate for the matrix of crack growth sensitivity cases, conservatively tends to predict a
slightly lower leak rate compared to the SQUIRT code given the modeling inputs appropriate
to PWSCC presented in Section 6. The final leak rate margin factor of 4.0 is applied in
recognition of other sources of uncertainty in the leak rate calculation not addressed by the
statistical evaluation cited above such as the variability in the PWSCC crack morphology
parameters (e.g., crack surface roughness and tortuosity) versus the PWSCC type
assumptions in Section 6. This margin factor is also judged adequate to account for any
delayed plant response that might result if sustained daily average leakage declines below the
defined baseline leakage. However, to place normal plant RCS unidentified leakage in
context, typical baseline leakage rates within several of the subject plants reported in a recent
informal poll were on the order of 0.1 gpm or less.

* The margin factor of 1.2 on the loads applied in the critical crack size calculation accounts
for uncertainty in these loads and in the critical crack size calculation methodology. The
stability margin factor is the factor that when multiplied with each of the nozzle load
components results in the critical loading that produces crack instability and rupture. The
factor of 1.2 is appropriate in consideration of the significant conservatisms implemented in
the critical crack size calculation methodology of Section 5. First, the secondary normal
operating piping thermal constraint loads are included in the critical crack size calculation on
an equal basis with the primary pressure and dead weight loads, although evaluations tend to
demonstrate that such secondary loads are expected to be significantly or completely relaxed
prior to failure. Second, the critical supportable load is reduced using a Z-factor approach to
account for the possibility of an EPFM failure mechanism, although there is no clear
evidence that a purely limit load based approach is insufficient. (It is recognized that there
are no experimental data specific to circumferential cracks in Alloy 82/182 piping butt welds
verifying that limit load rather than elastic-plastic fracture conditions control for this specific
material.) Third, the safe end strength properties are applied in the critical crack size
calculation. This has been shown to be appropriate for cracks located close to the safe end
material. However, the WRS simulations tend to show that the highest axial stresses are
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located toward or within the butter weld material built up on the low alloy steel nozzle
material, consistent with the reported location of the Wolf Creek indications. In addition, the
statistical crack stability model implemented as part of the complementary statistical
evaluations presented in Appendix E supports the conclusion that the load margin factor of
1.2 bounds the prediction of rupture with high confidence. Moreover, the value of the factor
of 1.2 reflects the degree to which modeling uncertainties have been addressed inthe
extensive matrix of crack growth cases considered. Given these considerations, the factor of
1.2 was selected as the midpoint between 1.0 and 1.4. The factor of 1.4 has historically been
applied as one consideration in the critical crack size calculations of regulatory leak before
break (LBB) evaluations [35].

Extensive sensitivity cases are investigated to examine the effect of other modeling
uncertainties such as in the basic weld dimensions, welding residual stress, other loads that
drive crack growth, and stress intensity factor dependence of the crack growth rate equation.

7.2.4 Application

The general procedure for application of the evaluation criteria discussed above is as follows:

* Analysis sensitivity cases showing stable crack arrest prior to through-wall penetration are
acceptable.

" For each analysis sensitivity case, additional margin beyond the evaluation criteria values
may be identified in terms of:

a. Additional time beyond 7 days after the calculated leak rate reaches 1.0 gpm prior to the
critical crack size being reached based on a load factor of 1.2, and

b. The stability load factor 7 days after a leak rate of 1.0 gpm is reached.

* Additional margin is also indicated by the increased magnitude of the calculated leak rate as
the stability margin factor decreases toward 1.2. For some cases, the calculated leak rate may
reach several tens of gallons per minute prior to the load margin factor decreasing to 1.2. For
such relatively high calculated leak rates, prompt action is required by plant Technical
Specifications with the added reinforcement of the recent plant commitments to enhanced
leakage monitoring.

" Sensitivity cases not satisfying the above evaluation criteria may be investigated in greater
detail through additional cases and/or types of analyses. Such additional analyses may
identify unnecessary overconservatisms in the inputs or assumptions of the initial sensitivity
case. (However, for the current study all sensitivity cases satisfied the above evaluation
criteria, with the exception of Cases S lb and S2b, which are not credible cases as discussed
in Section 7.5.13.)

* As discussed above, application of the evaluation criteria provides information for guiding a
final determination as to the issue of timing of the initial PDI examination or mitigation for
each of the subject welds.
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7.3 Sensitivity Parameters

A matrix of 119 crack growth sensitivity cases was developed in order to cover the range of
design, load, and fabrication conditions, as well as to address key modeling uncertainties. The
119 cases are defined in Table 7-1. Each of the key sets of sensitivity parameters addressed in
this table is discussed below (moving from the leftmost columns toward the right). Each case is
numbered sequentially from top to bottom (1 through 53), with the supplemental cases S I
through S9 at the bottom of the table. Up to three different welding residual stress (WRS)
assumptions are considered for each line in the table, resulting in the total number of 119
analysis cases.

7.3.1 Fracture Mechanics Model Type

For all cases except for 52c, 52d, and 53b, the simplified cylindrical component geometry is
assumed as discussed in Section 4. The effect of this assumption is investigated in Cases 52c
and 53b through application of a nozzle-to-safe-end geometry in the fracture mechanics crack
growth model.

7.3.2 Geometry Cases

The weld OD and thickness are the main required geometry inputs. In Table 7-1, the relative
curvature of the cylindrical geometry is expressed in terms of the inside-radius-to-thickness-ratio
(RAt). The R/t ratio expresses the relative distance for crack growth to through-wall penetration
(leakage) versus the distance for crack growth around the circumference (increased crack size
and reduced crack stability). Table 7-1 also lists the EPFM Z-factor calculated on the basis of
the equivalent nominal pipe size of the weld as discussed in Section 5.

7.3.3 Piping Load Cases

The next set of inputs relate to the piping loads assumed in each particular case. The nominal
axial stress loading (Pm) is based on the nominal operating pressure applied to the weld inside
diameter cross sectional area plus the combination of dead weight axial and normal operating
piping thermal constraint axial forces, applied over the intact weld cross sectional area. The
bending moment listed is based on the effective moment calculated from the two bending
moment components and the torsion component as discussed in Section 5. The bending stress
(Pb) shown in the table is per the thick-walled section modulus of the weld cross section.

7.3.4 Welding Residual Stress Cases

The WRS assumptions are based on the results of the WRS FEA simulations presented in
Section 3 for the fabrication conditions relevant to each nozzle type. The polynomial curve fits
shown in Figures 7-2 through 7-9 were applied to develop the temperature inputs to the various
FEACrack models to simulate the various WRS profiles. The "a" cases generally reflect
nominal WRS modeling assumptions, in which the effect of the stainless steel weld is modeled.
The "b" and "c" cases reflect the assumption of more conservative WRS profiles. It is noted that
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because the axisymmetric WRS results for the safety and relief WRS FEA cases were observed
to result in crack arrest for all the safety/relief and spray crack growth cases (even without the
benefit of the stainless steel weld assumed), the "modified ASME" WRS profile developed by
EMC 2 [3] was assumed as the "c" case in many instances. This profile becomes compressive at a
greater depth than the profiles calculated in Section 3 for the safety and relief WRS FEA cases.
EMC2 developed the "modified ASME" WRS profile based on the "thick-wall" stress data from
stress measurements performed on BWR piping weld mockups [42,43], scaled to account for the
higher yield strength of Alloy 182 weld material.

Figure 7-8 is included for the specific purpose of comparing the WRS profile assumed in
Case 17b and its derivative sensitivity cases versus three other key profiles. As discussed below,
the surge nozzles covered by Case 17, which have a thermal sleeve fill-in weld and a relatively
high normal operating thermal piping bending moment, tend to have the most limiting results in
the crack growth sensitivity matrix. In Figure 7-8, the heavy unmarked line is the profile
assumed in Case 17b based on the fit from Figure 7-7. The other profiles in Figure 7-8 are the
profiles calculated by DEI and the NRC contractor EMC2 [36] for the complete set of nominal
fabrication steps for the surge nozzles with fill-in welds (including the beneficial effect of the
stainless steel weld), along with the ASME profile as modified by EMC 2 [3]. Figure 7-8 shows
that the WRS profile applied in Case 17b is conservative with respect to all three of these key
profiles. Because the WRS profile applied in Case 17b is shifted significantly in the
conservative direction (i.e., tensile for a greater distance radially from the ID) versus each of
these three profiles, it appropriately addresses the effect of WRS uncertainty. The size of the
shift versus the other profiles is consistent with the level of WRS uncertainty indicated in a
comparison study of WRS measurements and multiple predictions for a similar application [37].
Furthermore, it is noted that assumption of the EMC2 WRS FEA results shown in Figure 7-8
leads to stable crack arrest if assumed for the Case 17 set of modeling inputs. Finally, it is
emphasized that WRS distributions for actual components are expected to show circumferential
variations even in the absence of weld repairs because of the starts and stops required by the
welding process. The tendency of start/stop locations to drive a flaw locally through-wall is
conservatively not credited when axisymmetric profiles such as those in Figure 7-8 are applied.

Note that the actual as-built configuration for the Plant E and H surge nozzles does not include a
thermal sleeve fill-in weld. As discussed under "Bounded Cases" in Section 3.1.1, the surge
nozzles at Plants E and H have a machined ID, and as such are expected to have a through-wall
WRS distribution similar to that of a CE-design Type 9 surge nozzle. Therefore, the surge
nozzles for Plants E and H are conservatively bounded by the WRS profiles assumed for the
Type 8 surge nozzles (base Cases 17 and 18).

7.3.5 K-Dependence of Crack Growth Rate Equation

The standard power-law form of the MRP- 115 deterministic crack growth rate equation is
assumed in the crack growth simulations. Table 7-1 shows the assumed exponent applied to the
Mode-1 stress intensity factor and the power-law constant corresponding to the nominal nozzle
operating temperature of 650'F, based on the standard thermal activation energy of 31 kcal/mole
from MRP-1 15. No credit is taken in the crack growth calculations for the possibility of the
temperature of the surge nozzle weld being somewhat reduced from the nominal pressurizer
temperature. Likewise, no credit is taken in the crack growth calculations for the possibility of
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the temperature of the spray nozzle weld being reduced by the small steady spray flow that is
typical of spray line operation.

7.3.6 Initial Flaw Cases

At the rightmost section of Table 7-1, the initial flaw geometry assumptions are listed for each
case. For most cases a full arc 3600 flaw having a depth of 10% of the wall thickness was
assumed as the starting flaw. The Phase I scoping calculations indicated that in many cases a
relatively long partial-arc surface flaw tends to grow to the same initial through-wall profile as
an initial 3600 flaw. Thus, the initial 360' flaw geometry was assumed in most cases in order to
simplify the calculations. The assumption of an initial 3600 flaw is also a conservative approach
to addressing the concern for multiple flaw initiation and growth.

The flaw shape factor listed in Table 7-1 refers to the area of the initial flaw in comparison to a
uniform depth flaw having the same ID length and depth. The "natural" shape refers to the shape
that was found to grow in a self-similar manner for the beginning stages of growth under the
Phase I set of geometry and load assumptions. This "natural" shape has a somewhat larger shape
factor in comparison to the semi-elliptical flaw shape.

For the cases in which a partial-arc flaw is assumed as the initial flaw, the flaw is assumed to be
centered at the circumferential location that is coincident with the maximum bending stress
location. The point of maximum bending stress on the weld ID is the most likely point of crack
initiation if an axisymmetric WRS profile is assumed. For example, for Case 17 the assumed
bending moment (Pb = 13.57 ksi) results in a difference in axial stress of about 21 ksi between
the maximum and minimum stress locations on opposites side of the ID. Based on experimental
data (e.g., [40]), a stress exponent of 4 is typically assumed in the calculation of relative time to
PWSCC initiation. The 21 ksi difference results in about a 45% higher (elastic) stress maximum
versus minimum, considering the membrane axial stress loading and an assumed 54 ksi WRS at
the ID. The 45% higher total axial stress corresponds to a factor of 4.5 on relative time to crack
initiation assuming the stress exponent of 4. Finally, it is noted that Case S9b assumes that two
identical initial partial-arc cracks are located on opposite side of the ID, one centered at the point
of maximum total axial stress and the other centered at the point of minimum total axial stress.
This case, which is discussed in Sections 7.4.13 and 7.5.13 below, is included as part of the
investigation of the effect of multiple flaws for the limiting surge nozzle cases.

7.3.7 Consideration of Multiple Flaws

In the main matrix (Cases 1-53), the effect of multiple initiation is considered either through the
assumption of an initially very long partial-arc surface crack (i.e., length-to-depth aspect ratio of
21:1) that can be considered to envelope a series of individual flaws (which typically have an
aspect ratio in the range from 2:1 to 6:1 based on plant experience), or through the conservative
assumption of an initial 3600 full-arc flaw. In the supplemental cases (S I through S9),
alternative approaches are taken specific to the limiting surge nozzle cases in which either a set
of two or three assumed flaws are grown in separate models and then combined into one weld
cross section for application of the crack stability calculation. This approach is discussed further
in Section 7.4.13 below.
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7.4 Definition of Case Matrix

This subsection describes each subset of the 119 sensitivity cases, moving from Case 1 at the top
of Table 7-1 down to Case S9 at the bottom. Note that the matrix was developed in an adaptive
manner in which the initial cases (1-26) were used to determine the most limiting geometry,
piping load, and WRS parameters. Then the most limiting conditions were applied to the
remainder of the sensitivity matrix to ensure that the overall matrix covers modeling
uncertainties in a robust manner.

7.4.1 Geometry and Load Base Cases (1-20)

These cases cover the design dimensions for each of the design configurations per the
Westinghouse transmittal package of design sketches (see Section 2). Cases 1-9 cover the safety
and relief nozzle configurations, Cases 10-16 cover the variety of spray nozzle configurations,
and Cases 17-20 cover the surge nozzle configurations. In the case that the DM weld OD has a
designed taper, the average weld thickness was assumed in the setting of the simplified
cylindrical geometry. Cases 1-20 also cover the range of bending loads for each geometry
configuration. The high load case is for the highest reported effective bending moment for the
group of subject welds having the relevant geometry type. The low bending moment case was
generally picked to have a value high enough to avoid crack arrest for at least some of the WRS
input cases. It is emphasized that the reported moment loads for each subject weld may reflect
conservative assumptions taken in piping analyses, and as such should be considered upper
bound type values. The variability in axial membrane stress is much lower than the variability in
bending stress, so the sensitivity to this other load factor is investigated separately in Section
7.4.5 below. Finally, it is noted that Configurations 2a and 2b are combined in the matrix
because they correspond to the same basic weld ID and OD dimensions.

7.4.2 ID Repair Base Cases (21-26)

These cases reflect five different patterns of non-axisymmetric WRS profiles based on the part
circumference ID repair WRS cases discussed in Section 3, with applied stresses as described in
Section 4.1 and demonstrated in Figure 4-3. The nomenclature for these cases describe the
repair case followed by the "baseline" stress for the remainder of the model. Figure 4-3
represents Cases 21a, 22a, 23a, and 24a where the stresses local to a 200 (about 0.9") ID repair in
the safety/relief nozzle are considered versus a "baseline" stress for the nozzle model without a
stainless steel weld. As shown in this figure, the repair portion of the model extends over about
100 (due to half symmetry), followed by a 200 zone that includes the compressive effects of the
repair region, with the remainder of the model equal to the "baseline" stress state. Case 23b
evaluates the same repair condition with a "baseline" stress equal to the ASME distribution
considered in other analysis cases. Case 23c evaluates three ID repairs evenly spaced around the
nozzle circumference. Cases 25a and 26a consider a 400 (about 4.1") ID repair of the surge
nozzle using a baseline stress for the nozzle model with a stainless steel weld, and Case 25b is
the same repair with a baseline stress without a stainless steel weld. While a part circumference
repair WRS FEA case was not performed for the surge nozzles, a repair stress distribution was
assumed based on the axisymmetric surge nozzle repair case in combination with the relative
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circumferential stress dependence observed for the case of a part circumference repair in a
safety/relief nozzle.

7.4.3 Further Bending Moment Cases (27-30)

These cases examine in greater detail the effect of a variable bending moment for the case of
surge nozzles having a fill-in weld. This type of nozzle is shown in the matrix results to be one
of the most limiting cases. These cases ensure that the detailed dependence of the results on
bending moment is determined. Although not presented in this report, an additional set of
detailed sensitivity cases were also run for the case of the Phase I calculation inputs to
investigate the effect of a variable bending moment.

7.4.4 Cases to Investigate Potential Uncertainty in As-Built Dimensions (31-32)

A review of available as-built dimensions for two of the nine subject plants did not reveal any
obvious inconsistencies versus the design dimensions. In general, the design dimensions are
believed to be the most accurate dimensional data because of the difficulty in accurately
determining the locations of the various material interfaces within the joint configuration based
on the outside surface appearance of the joint. As a hypothetical exercise, these two cases
assume that the weld thickness varies ±10%, while maintaining the same inside diameter and
piping loads (axial force and effective moment).

7.4.5 Axial Membrane Load Sensitivity Cases (33-34)

These two cases vary the membrane stress loading based on Case 4. Case 4 covers geometry
Configuration lb, which corresponds to one of the greatest ranges in membrane stress loading as
shown in Table 7-2. Configuration 2a/2b corresponds to a larger range of Pm values, but Case 6
explicitly bounds the weld with the highest Pm+Pb stress loading. The other geometry
configurations tend to correspond to a relatively tight range on membrane stress loading.

7.4.6 Effect of Length Over Which Thermal Strain Simulating WRS is Applied (35)

This case investigates the effect of the distance over which the temperature load is applied in the
cylindrical crack growth model in order to simulate the desired WRS profile. In the sensitivity
case, this distance is reduced from 1.0 inch to 0.5 inch in the half-symmetric model (2.0 inch to
1.0 inch for the full geometry). The nominal distance of 2.0 inches is based on the typical axial
length of weld metal.

7.4.7 Simulation of Elastic-Plastic Redistribution of Stress at ID (36)

This case is included to investigate the potential effect of elastic-plastic redistribution of stress at
locations near the ID surface on the tensile side of the neutral bending axis, where the high
assumed tensile WRS combines with tensile bending and axial membrane stresses. A
circumferentially varying WRS profile is assumed in this case in order to maintain the maximum
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total axial stress anywhere on the weld cross section to 54 ksi. It is noted that only a small
portion of the cross section, at the immediate ID surface, exceeds the nominal maximum stress of
54 ksi when the axial and bending loads are applied. The desired stress distribution was
therefore achieved by adjusting the input thermal distribution at the ID surface such that when
the axial and bending loads are applied, the ID surface stress does not exceed the nominal
maximum. The compressive side of the bending moment is not adjusted.

7.4.8 Effect of Initial Crack Shape and Depth (37-41)

These cases are included to investigate the sensitivity of the main leakage and stability analysis
results to the assumed initial flaw shape and depth given a fixed aspect ratio for the initial flaw.
Case 6 was chosen as the base case conditions for this sensitivity study because it was observed
to be the most limiting of the safety/relief and spray nozzle cases.

7.4.9 Effect of Stress Intensity Factor Dependence of Crack Growth Rate Equation
(42-47)

These six cases investigate the effect of uncertainty in the K-dependence of the MRP- 115 crack
growth rate equation. The limiting safety/relief, spray, and surge nozzle configurations are
investigated in these cases.

Figures 7-10 through 7-13 illustrate the new Alloy 182 crack growth rate curves developed for
the low and high K-exponent cases. Figure 7-10 shows the new crack growth rate curves, and
Figures 7-11 through 7-13 show the "weld factor" fits used to develop the deterministic 75"'
percentile power-law constants corresponding to each new K-exponent. The K-exponent value
(n) cannot sensibly be varied independently of the power-law constant C as the units for C
depend on the K-exponent n. The procedure to develop the two new curves is identical to that
described in detail in MRP-1 15, except that the K-exponent for the two new cases was forced to
be either the 5t' (1.0) or 95" (2.2) percentile K-exponent value rather than the best-fit exponent
(1.6). The 5"' and 95h' percentile K-exponent values themselves are based on the standard error
for the K-exponent (s.e. = 0.3474) from the original MRP-115 [21] multivariate linearized fit
procedure.

7.4.10 Effect of Pressure Drop Along Leaking Crack (48)

This single case investigates the effect of the base assumption made in the matrix that the full
operating pressure applies to leaking through-wall cracks as well as to surface cracks. In reality,
for a leaking crack there must be a pressure drop along the crack path, resulting in a reduced
average crack face pressure. The reduced crack face pressure tends to increase crack stability
and reduce the crack growth rate, but it also tends to decrease the leak rate. For this case, PICEP
was used to calculate the pressure drop on the crack face, and the average pressure (1330 psig)
was applied in the crack growth and critical crack size calculations. The effect on the calculated
leak rate was determined through the normal procedure of applying the crack opening area from
the crack growth model in PICEP.
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7.4.11 Effect of Relaxation of Normal Operating Thermal Load (49-51)

These cases investigated the effect of relaxation of the normal operating thermal loads assumed
in the crack growth and crack stability calculations. For these cases, it is assumed that these
stresses are 100% relaxed at the point that the crack becomes through wall. Besides decreasing
the crack growth rate and increasing crack stability, the effect of removing these stresses is also a
decrease in the leak rate through the reduction in the crack opening area. In Section 5, it was
conservatively assumed to include the normal operating thermal constraint loads in the
calculations although detailed evaluations tend to indicate that such secondary stresses are
expected to significantly or completely relax prior to rupture. Cases 49-51 examine the effect of
this assumption.

7.4.12 Effect of Nozzle-to-Safe-End Crack Growth Model vs. Standard Cylindrical
Crack Growth Model (52-53)

These three cases (Case 52c, 52d, and 53b) are included to investigate the effect of the detailed
nozzle-to-safe-end geometry versus the simplified cylindrical geometry. The methodology of the
detailed nozzle-to-safe-end geometry as opposed to the simplified cylindrical model used for the
other cases is described in Section 4.1.1. Cases 52c and 53b were included to investigate
whether the simplified cylindrical geometry results in any significant differences in analysis
results versus the detailed nozzle-to-safe-end geometry when the same WRS profile is simulated
in both models using the thermal strain method. Case 52c is based on the Type la safety and
relief nozzle configuration of Case 1c, with the same piping loads applied. Case 53b is based on
the Type 8 surge nozzle configuration of Case 17b, with the same piping loads applied. Finally,
Case 52d is included to investigate the effect of basing the WRS input to the crack growth model
on direct interpolation of the results of the FEA WRS simulation (per the methodology described
in Section 3). For Case 52d, the stainless steel weld to the stainless steel piping was not
simulated as part of the FEA WRS simulation preceding the crack growth calculation.
Therefore, the direct FEA WRS simulation for Case 52d produces an axial stress profile that is
comparable to that for Case 1b, which also does not reflect the benefit of the stainless steel weld.

7.4.13 Supplementary Cases Specific to Effect of Multiple Flaws on Limiting
Surge Nozzles (S1-S9)

The supplemental cases S 1-S9 were added to further investigate the potential effect of multiple
flaws in the subject surge nozzles. Cases Sla, Sib, and S8b examine the effect of assuming a
3600 initial flaw on Cases 17a, 17b, and 19b, respectively, rather than a 21:1 initial partial-arc
flaw. Case S2b is a further sensitivity study on Case Slb in which the effective moment load
(dead weight and normal operating thermal load) is reduced to that corresponding to the surge
nozzle for Plant C. The moment load for Cases 17a and 17b bounds the surge nozzles for Plants
B andG.

Case S3b was designed to apply the Wolf Creek surge nozzle findings to develop additional
multiple flaw assumption cases. Table 7-3 shows detailed summary statistics for the three
circumferential indications that were reported in the Wolf Creek surge nozzle. The two largest
indications may be enveloped by a flaw having an aspect ratio of 20:1, just less than the standard
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21:1 assumption applied in the matrix. The third indication (Indication #1) was located away
from the two largest indications, but had an area that is less than 0.2% of the wall cross section.
In Case S3b, a flaw having the length and depth reported for this indication is grown with the
piping bending moment assumed to line up with the flaw center. After 1.3 years of growth this
flaw is predicted to have grown to the profile marked by closed squares shown at the top of
Figure 7-14 (with depth of 56% and total length of 670). The 1.3 years was chosen because it is
the elapsed time at which the Case 17b flaw is calculated to reach 7 days of leakage (all above
1.0 gpm).

Cases S4b through S7b are crack stability cases in which a pair of flaws (one on each half-
model) are superimposed on the weld cross section for Case 17b at its growth step corresponding
to the point after which 7 days of leakage (all above 1.0 gpm) has occurred. For Cases S4b, S5b,
and S6b the pair of flaws that is superimposed is the Case S3b profile after 1.3 years of growth.
As shown in Figure 7-14, in Case S4b the pair of additional flaws are inserted on the Case 17b
cross section near the bottom of the cross section, with each additional flaw just touching. In
Case S6b the pair of additional flaws are assumed to be just in contact with both ends of the Case
17b profile. In Case S5b an intermediate position to these other cases is assumed. In this
manner, the sensitivity of the stability results to the assumed location of the pair of additional
flaws is checked. This approach to applying the Wolf Creek experience is conservative in that
the number of flaws outside the 21:1 envelope is doubled versus the Wolf Creek experience and
each of these two flaws is grown based on the moment direction aligning with the flaw center,
increasing the size of the grown flaw. Additionally, Case S7b was considered in which a
hypothetical pair of flaws, each 95% through-wall and 500 in circumferential extent, was added
to the Case 17b cross section.

It is noted that the approach of Cases S4b through S7b of addressing multiple flaws through
independent growth of the individual flaws presumes that any crack interaction effects do not
have a significant effect on the results. Based on experience, this is in fact a reasonable
assumption. Analysis work investigating the flaw interaction effects on the stress intensity factor
typically show only mild increases in stress intensity factor versus the single-flaw case. For
example, for the simplified case of two identical coplanar through-wall cracks in an infinite
plate, the stress intensity factor at the adjoining crack tips is only increased by about 10% when
the separation distance is half the total length of each individual crack [38].

Finally, Case S9b was designed as another case to further investigate the concern for multiple
flaws in the subject surge nozzles. This case is also closely related to Case 17b, but assumes a
pair of initial 26% through-wall 21:1 aspect ratio flaws placed at the top and bottom of the weld
cross section, rather than a single such flaw placed at the top of the cross section centered at the
location of maximum axial bending stress. Because the two flaws when grown in separate crack
growth models remain a considerable distance apart for the relevant growth period (see Figures
7-15 and 7-16), it is clear that crack interaction effects are insignificant for this case. Thus, it is
appropriate to model growth using separate meshes and then combine the two crack profiles onto
a single weld cross section for the purpose of the crack stability calculation. Unlike for Cases
S4b through S7b, this process was repeated for multiple times yielding a crack stability curve as
a function of time. In addition, because of the lack of crack interaction in this case, the leak rate
time dependence of the leaking (i.e., upper) flaw in Case S9b can be taken as identical to that for
Case 17b.
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7.5 Matrix Results

All 109 cases in the main sensitivity matrix (Cases 1-53) showed either stable crack arrest (60
cases) or crack leakage and crack stability results satisfying the evaluation criteria (49 cases). In
most cases, the results showed large evaluation margins in leakage time and in crack stability. In
addition, a supplemental set of 10 cases (Cases S1-S9) was investigated to further explore the
potential effect of multiple flaws on the limiting surge nozzle cases. With the exception of Cases
Sib and S2b, which are not credible cases as discussed below in Section 7.5.13, the
supplemental sensitivity cases also satisfied the evaluation criteria. Figure 7-17 shows nine
example crack meshes covering the variety of crack types.

Tables 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6 present detailed results for the 69 cases that were investigated using the
newly developed FEACrack software tools. An additional 50 cases were confirmed to show
stable crack arrest using a simplified axisymmetric crack growth model in which the bending
moment was conservatively applied as a linear stress profile based on the highest bending stress
circumferential position. The axisymmetric model is based on the axisymmetric stress intensity
factor solution published by Anderson et al. in WRC Bulletin 471 [39]. Table 7-4 shows the key
results for the surface crack at the point it becomes through wall. Table 7-5 shows similar key
results but also the calculated leak rate for the through-wall growth step that resulted in just
above a 1.0 gpm leak (or the initial through-wall leak rate if greater than 1.0 gpm). Table 7-6
shows corresponding crack stability and leak rate results for the through-wall growth step that
resulted in a load stability margin factor just above 1.2. Finally, Table 7-7 is a summary of the
key sensitivity results for three main output parameters: time interval from 1 gpm leak rate until
stability margin factor reaches 1.2, stability margin factor when leak rate is 1 gpm (or initial leak
if higher), and calculated leak rate when stability margin factor reaches 1.2.

For those cases that showed through-wall crack development, Figures 7-18 through 7-21 show in
column chart form the main analysis results from Tables 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6. Figures 7-18 and
7-19 cover the first half of the main matrix, while Figures 7-20 and 7-21 cover the second half.
Figures 7-18 and 7-20 show the key time and leak rate outputs, specifically the time between the
leak rate reaching 1.0 gpm and the crack stability margin factor decreasing to 1.2, and the leak
rates corresponding to the beginning and end of this interval. (In some cases, the initial through-
wall leak rate is greater than 1.0 gpm.) The time intervals shown in these two figures may be
directly compared to the 7-day interval of the evaluation criteria. It is observed that all the time
intervals in these two plots exceed 7 days. Additional key results are illustrated in Figures 7-19
and 7-21, which show the calculated load margin factor at the time that the leak rate reaches 1.0
gpm (or initial leakage if greater than 1.0 gpm). The minimum load margin factor for the cases
covered in these two figures is 1.38. Lastly, Figures 7-22 through 7-41 show complete leak rate
and crack stability margin trends versus time for 20 selected cases, including 16 of the most
limiting cases (those cases in which the load margin factor was calculated to be 1.75 or lower
when the leak rate was calculated to be 1 gpm). These plots directly illustrate the margin levels
that exist versus the evaluation criteria illustrated in Figure 7-1. The results of the individual
subsets of cases are discussed below.
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7.5.1 Geometry and Load Base Cases (1-20)

All these cases show at least 35 days from the 1.0 gpm leak rate until the load margin factor of
1.2 is reached. The most limiting base cases are 6c (safety/relief), 12c (spray), and 17b (surge).
For Case 17b the initial through-wall leak rate is calculated to be 2.6 gpm, with the leak rate
increasing to 69 gpm when the stability factor reaches 1.2. These cases also show that the effect
of increased piping moment load (Pb) is to decrease somewhat the available margin. This
behavior shows that the beneficial actions of an increased moment in pushing the crack through-
wall at a more concentrated location on the circumference plus increased leak rate for a given
through-wall crack extent are outweighed by the detriment of decreased crack stability.

7.5.2 ID Repair Base Cases (21-26)

These repair cases show relatively high evaluation margins compared to the axisymmetric WRS
cases. This behavior is due to the tendency of the high tensile WRS in the repair zone to quickly
push the crack through wall at that location. Note that for Cases 21a, 22a, 23a, 24a, and 26a the
crack growth progression was terminated with load margin factors much greater than 1.2 because
of difficulty in meshing these more extreme crack profiles. However, the existing results clearly
illustrate large levels of evaluation margin in these cases.

7.5.3 Further Bending Moment Cases (27-30)

The results of these cases for the limiting surge nozzle configuration confirm that Case 17b
reflecting the maximum effective moment value is in fact the limiting surge nozzle case. The
competing effects of the moment on crack stability, leak rate, and crack shape development
result in the maximum moment case being most limiting.*

Note that like Case 17b, Cases 27b and 28b assume an initial 21:1 aspect ratio flaw. The 21:1
aspect ratio corresponds to the highest aspect ratio reported for any of the Wolf Creek pressurizer
nozzle indications (in the relief nozzle) and also bounds the 20:1 aspect ratio enveloping the two
largest indications reported in the Wolf Creek surge nozzle (see Table 7-3). The assumption of a
21:1 initial flaw accounts for the possibility of multiple significant and growing flaws because
the typical aspect ratio for a single flaw is usually in the range of 2:1 to 6:1 based on plant
experience. Moreover, these cases tend to show a relatively short time (1.2, 1.3, and 3.4 years,
respectively) between the initial flaw depth and through-wall penetration. Within this relatively
short time period, it is highly unlikely that a large portion of the 360' length (i.e., 37 inches) of
the inside circumference would initiate flaws. Section 7.5.13 below discusses the results of the
supplemental cases to further investigate the effect of multiple flaws on the limiting surge nozzle
cases.

* The effect of decreased moment in increasing the time interval from a 1 gpm leak rate until the stability margin

factor of 1.2 is reached is observed through comparison of Case 27b versus base Case 17b (38 versus 35 days). Case
28b shows a decrease in the time interval result because in this case the calculated through-wall crack was converted
to a complex crack having a 10% through-wall depth on the uncracked portion of the ID. As discussed in Section
7.1, the conversion to a complex flaw geometry was conservatively made because of the difficulty in meshing the
through-wall crack geometry for this case. In addition, Case 29b shows a reduced time interval result because in its
case an initial 3600 surface flaw was assumed rather than an initial partial-arc flaw as in Cases 17b, 27b, and 28b.
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7.5.4 Cases to Investigate Potential Uncertainty in As-Built Dimensions (31-32)

These cases show that a change of ±10% in the wall thickness (assuming same ID) acts to
increase or decrease the time margin by about one third given Case 1 as a baseline. Reducing the
wall thickness reduces the time margin. Again the effect on critical crack size of a reduced wall
cross section outweighs the benefit of a smaller distance for growth through-wall to leakage.
These results show that the analysis results are modestly sensitive to the exact weld diameter and
thickness.

7.5.5 Axial Membrane Load Sensitivity Cases (33-34)

Consistent with the previous results, these cases show that an increase in the membrane stress
loading results in a slight decrease in the time margin. These cases confirm that the membrane
stress variations within each geometry configuration are not significant. Even given this
conclusion, it is noted that the most limiting cases in the matrix (Case 6c, 12c, and 17b) do
bound the highest Pm+Pb combined stress loads for the subject welds covered in each case.

7.5.6 Effect of Length Over Which Thermal Strain Simulating WRS is Applied (35)

Case 35c shows the time interval result for Case 6c is reduced from 41 to 32 days when the
length over which the thermal strain applied to simulate WRS is reduced in half. This behavior
is due to a slight increase in the cracked area fraction at the point of through-wall penetration for
Case 35c (0.447 vs. 0.435). This case shows that the modeling results are reasonably insensitive
to this modeling length assumption. Furthermore, there does not appear to be any evidence of a
significant WRS relaxation effect on the crack growth progression. Such effects are apparent in
other cases in which there is a clear change in global component stiffness with the presence of a
large flaw.

7.5.7 Simulation of Elastic-Plastic Redistribution of Stress at ID (36)

Case 36c shows only small differences in results versus those for its base case (Case 6c). For
example, the main time interval result for Case 6c is increased by one day from 41 to 42 days.
Very similar behavior in leak rate and stability margin factor development is observed in
Figure 7-22 (Case 6c) and Figure 7-31 (Case 36c). These results indicate that the assumption of
elastic combination of the high welding residual stresses assumed at the weld ID with the piping
axial membrane and bending stresses does not introduce significant modeling uncertainties.

7.5.8 Effect of Initial Crack Shape and Depth (37-41)

As expected based on Phase I calculation results, these cases confirm that the results in terms of
time between detectable leakage and rupture are insensitive to initial partial-arc crack shape
factor for a given initial crack length and depth (Cases 37 through 39). Cases 40 and 41 show
furthermore that the results are relatively insensitive to the initial crack depth given a fixed initial
aspect ratio. Therefore, it was appropriate that these factors (initial shape factor and depth) were
investigated in a limited manner in the sensitivity matrix.
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7.5.9 Effect of Stress Intensity Factor Dependence of Crack Growth Rate Equation
(42-47)

These six cases showed that the limiting base cases are only modestly sensitive to the K-
dependence exponent assumed. The limiting surge nozzle case (17b) was shown to be most
sensitive of the three limiting cases, with the time interval result reduced from 35 to 22 days
when the K-exponent is increased from 1.6 to 2.2 (Case 47b). Even given this K-dependence
sensitivity, there is sufficient margin in this result to accommodate an unlikely combination of
detrimental factors, for example this K-dependence sensitivity plus the sensitivity to as-built
weld thickness of ±10% assumed in Cases 31c and 32c. Likewise, there is sufficient margin in
the Case 47b results to accommodate the possibility of an increased crack growth rate power-law
constant versus the 7 5 "h percentile value assumed (see MRP-115 [21] and Section 7.4.9). Use of
the 9 5th percentile MRP-1 15 "weld factor" rather than the 75 h percentile "weld factor"
corresponds to a factor of 1.77 on the crack growth rate magnitude, which would reduce the 22
days calculated for Case 47b to about 13 days. It is highly unlikely that the stress intensity factor
dependence and power-law constant effect would combine in this manner.

7.5.10 Effect of Pressure Drop Along Leaking Crack (48)

This sensitivity case showed a very small benefit of considering the decrease in pressure across
the leaking crack face for the limiting surge nozzle case (17b). The time interval result increased
from 35 to 39 days. This small difference justifies excluding the modeling complication of
reduced crack face pressure for leaking cracks in the base matrix.

7.5.11 Effect of Relaxation of Normal Operating Thermal Load (49-51)

Two of these three sensitivity cases (49c and 50b) show a greatly increased time between a leak
rate of 1.0 gpm and the load margin factor of 1.2 being reached, while the third (51 b) shows
stable crack arrest as does its base case (19b). The time interval result increased from 41 to 145
days for Case 6c, and from 35 to 293 days from Case 17b. These cases clearly show a large
benefit if the piping thermal constraint loads are significantly relaxed once the crack grows
through-wall. Furthermore, based on the results for low piping moment cases, stable crack arrest
could be expected to occur in many cases if the piping thermal constraint loads are significantly
relaxed before the crack reaches through-wall penetration. The degree to which such relaxation
might occur would depend on the amount of nozzle rotation produced by the piping system, with
greater rotation as the critical crack size is approached.

7.5.12 Effect of Nozzle-to-Safe-End Crack Growth Model vs. Standard Cylindrical
Crack Growth Model (52-53)

The results for these cases indicate that there is no significant nonconservatism introduced by use
of the simplified cylindrical geometry versus the more detailed nozzle-to-safe-end geometry.
Case 52c (safety/relief nozzle) yielded a time interval result (time from 1 gpm until stability
margin factor reaches 1.2) of 94 days compared to 109 days for Case Ic. Case 53b (surge
nozzle) produced a time interval result of 49 days versus 35 days for Case 17b. As described in
Section 7.4.12, Cases 52c and 53b were based on WRS simulation using the thermal strain
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method with the same temperature profile as the corresponding base case. On the other hand,
Case 52d was based on direct interpolation of the results of a WRS FEA simulation. As was the
case for Case lb, Case 52d produced crack-tip closure and stable crack arrest.

7.5.13 Supplementary Cases Specific to Effect of Multiple Flaws on Limiting
Surge Nozzles (S1-$9)

The supplemental sensitivity cases assuming an initial 3600 flaw do not satisfy the evaluation
criteria for the case of surge nozzles having a fill-in weld (used to seat the thermal sleeve) and a
relatively high moment load and given the WRS assumption that does not take credit for the
benefit of the stainless steel weld (Cases S lb and S2b).t However, these 3600 initial flaw cases
are not appropriate for making conclusions regarding these surge nozzles, which show relatively
fast growth through wall, because of the unlikelihood of initiation over the 37-inch inside
circumference during a narrow time band. (For Case 17b, 1.22 years was calculated for growth
from the initial 26% through-wall flaw to through-wall penetration.) On the other hand, for the
surge nozzles that have a fill-in weld but not a relatively high moment load (addressed by Cases
18, 26, 29, and 30), the calculated time for through-wall growth is considerably longer than 1.22
years, and a 3600 10% through-wall initial flaw geometry was assumed for these cases.

As described above in Section 7.4.13, the results of Case S3b were used as an input to stability
Cases S4b, S5b, and S6b. In this manner, the three indications found in the Wolf Creek surge
nozzle weld were conservatively applied to further investigate the potential effect of multiple
flaws for the limiting surge nozzle case. After 7 days of detectable leakage per Case 17b (initial
leak rate of 2.6 gpm), Cases S4b, S5b, and S6b show a load margin factor of 1.43, 1.48, and
1.29, respectively. The lowest of the three margin factors (1.29) is for Case S6b, in which the
pair of additional flaws is assumed to just touch the leaking crack profile from Case 17b. The
highest of the three load margin factors (1.48) is for Case S5b, which is the case in which the
additional pair of flaws is closest to the fully plastic NSC neutral axis. Finally, as an additional
hypothetical case, Case S7b shows a corresponding load margin factor of 1.44 even given the
pair of 95% through-wall additional flaws on the weld cross section of Case 17b after 7 days of
detectable leakage.

Also as described above in Section 7.4.13, Case S9b was designed to further investigate the
effect of multiple flaws on the subject surge nozzles. Case S9b assumes a pair of initial 26%
through-wall 21:1 aspect ratio flaws placed at the top and bottom of the weld cross section,
rather than a single such flaw placed at the top of the cross section centered at the location of
maximum axial bending stress (Case 17b). As discussed in Section 7.4.13, the leak rate and
stability margin trends can be based on separate growth of the two assumed initial flaws, with
combination of the flaws in a single weld cross section for the purpose of the crack stability
calculation. The resulting crack growth progression for Case S9b is shown in Figure 7-15 in
terms of Cartesian coordinates, and in Figure 7-16 in terms of polar coordinates. Because of the
lack of crack interaction, the time from the initial flaws to through-wall penetration of the upper
flaw is unaffected versus the 1.22 years of Case 17b. Likewise, the leak rate trend with time

t For Case S2b the time interval result is 4 days. Although less than 7 days, the initial leak rate for this case is 4.9
gpm, increasing to 6.0 gpm after 3 days. These relatively high leak rates are expected to be readily detectable even
considering a leak rate margin factor of 4 to account for uncertainty in the leak rate calculation. Therefore, despite
the time interval result being 4 days in this case, the results may still be acceptable.
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shown in Figure 7-40 is unaffected versus Case 17b. However, the stability margin factor trend
in Figure 7-40 is lowered between 0.10 and 0.12 by the presence of the second flaw. The effect
is to reduce the time interval from the initial leak rate of 2.6 gpm until reaching a load margin
factor of 1.2 from 35 to 29 days. In summary, Case S9b shows a modest effect on crack stability
if two initial flaws covering 46% (1670) of the ID circumference are assumed as opposed to a
single initial flaw covering half this circumferential extent and centered at the location of
maximum axial bending stress.

On the basis of the supplemental set of cases, it is concluded that the concern for multiple flaws
in the limiting surge nozzles is adequately addressed by cases that satisfy the evaluation criteria
with additional margin.

7.6 Conclusions

7.6.1 Main Sensitivity Matrix

All 109 cases in the main sensitivity matrix showed either stable crack arrest (60 cases) or crack
leakage and crack stability results satisfying the evaluation criteria (49 cases). In most cases, the
results showed large evaluation margins in leakage time and in crack stability.

In the base matrix, an initial partial-arc flaw having a length-to-depth aspect ratio of 21:1 was
assumed for the surge nozzle cases having a relatively large piping thermal constraint bending
moment. (As discussed above in Section 7.5.13, a 3600 initial flaw is not a credible assumption
for the surge nozzle cases having a relatively large piping thermal constraint bending moment
because of the unlikelihood of initiation over the 37-inch inside circumference during a narrow
time band. For Case 17b, 1.22 years was calculated for growth from the initial 26% through-
wall flaw to through-wall penetration.) The 21:1 aspect ratio corresponds to the highest aspect
ratio reported for any of the Wolf Creek pressurizer nozzle indications (in the relief nozzle) and
also bounds the 20:1 aspect ratio enveloping the two largest indications reported in the Wolf
Creek surge nozzle. The assumption of a 21:1 initial flaw accounts for the possibility of
significant growing multiple flaws because the typical aspect ratio for a single flaw is usually in
the range of 2:1 to 6:1 based on plant experience. Moreover, the surge nozzle cases that tend to
show the least margin between detectable leakage and rupture show a relatively short time (e.g.,
1.2 years) between the initial flaw depth and through-wall penetration. Within this relatively
short time period, it is highly unlikely that a large portion of the 360' length (i.e., 37 inches) of
the inside circumference would initiate flaws.

7.6.2 Supplemental Sensitivity Matrix

In order to further investigate the potential effect of multiple flaws in the subject surge nozzles,
several supplemental cases were added. The supplemental sensitivity cases assuming an initial
3600 flaw do not satisfy the evaluation criteria for the case of surge nozzles having a fill-in weld
(used to seat the thermal sleeve) and a relatively high moment load and given the WRS
assumption that does not take credit for the benefit of the stainless steel weld. However, these
3600 initial flaw cases are not appropriate for making conclusions regarding these surge nozzles,
which show relatively fast growth through wall, because of the unlikelihood of initiation over the
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37-inch inside circumference during a narrow time band. On the other hand, as described in
Section 7.4.13, conservative application of the three indications found in the Wolf Creek surge
nozzle weld for surge nozzles with a fill-in weld and relatively high moment load gives results
meeting the evaluation criteria. In addition, considering a case with two long initial partial-arc
flaws covering 46% of the ID circumference as opposed to a single initial flaw covering half this
circumferential extent (and centered at the location of maximum axial bending stress) has only a
modest effect on crack stability for these limiting surge nozzles. On this basis, it is concluded
that the concern for multiple flaws in the limiting surge nozzles is adequately addressed by cases
that satisfy the evaluation criteria with additional margin.

7.6.3 Tendency of Circumferential Surface Cracks to Show Stable Arrest

An additional key finding concerns the significant number of crack growth sensitivity cases that
showed stable crack arrest prior to through-wall penetration. This type of behavior is consistent
with the relatively narrow band of relative depths reported for the four largest Wolf Creek
indications (23%, 25%, 26%, and 31% through-wall). As emphasized in the MRP white paper
[1], it is statistically unlikely that these four indications would be found in this narrow depth
band if they were in fact growing rapidly in the depth direction at the time they were detected.
The basic reason that circumferential cracks may tend to arrest prior to through-wall penetration
is that to the extent the through-wall welding residual stress profile is axisymmetric, it must be
self-balanced at a particular circumferential position, meaning that a significant portion of the
wall thickness must have compressive axial welding residual stresses. On the other hand, for
axial flaws that are driven largely by tensile hoop welding residual stresses, these hoop welding
residual stresses are generally balanced by the compressive residual stresses in the base metal
material upstream and downstream from the dissimilar metal weld. Hence, the hoop welding
residual stress in the weld material is more likely to remain tensile and drive an axial flaw
through-wall than is the case for axial residual stress and circumferential flaws. This expectation
is consistent with general PWR plant experience that has shown part-depth and leaking axial
PWSCC in Alloy 82/182 piping butt welds, but only indications of part-depth circumferential
flaws in such weldments.

7.6.4 Nozzles with Liner Directly Covering Dissimilar Metal Weld

In this evaluation, the liners installed in lieu of weld cladding for safety/relief nozzle Type 2a/2b
and spray nozzle Type 5 are conservatively not credited with precluding PWSCC-susceptibility
in the underlying DM weld. The design function of these liners is, like weld cladding, to isolate
the nozzle low alloy steel material from the RCS coolant. The deterministic crack growth
calculations for these nozzles presuppose that RCS coolant has access to the DM weld surface
under the liner, for example via through-wall cracking of the nickel-alloy fillet weld at the end of
the liner, and that the DM weld material subsequently initiates PWSCC.
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7.6.5 Potential Effect of Multiple Through-Wall Flaw Segments on Leak Rate

It is noted that another type of multiple flaw concern than the one discussed in Section 7.5.13 is
the potential effect of multiple through-wall flaw segments to reduce the leak rate in comparison
to a single through-wall flaw. However, this concern is addressed as follows:

" First, it should be recognized that the effect of the tight intergranular SCC type morphology
is generally addressed by the leak rate prediction methodology.

* Second, the effect of multiple through-wall flaw segments to reduce the leak rate is mitigated
by the increased resistance to rupture provided by the ligaments between the flaw segments.
Significant axial offsets between crack segments may be likely in this situation because of
the relatively long axial region of susceptible material, and such axial offsets would be
expected to increase the resistance to rupture substantially.

" Third, substantial margin in the calculated leak rate above the detection threshold exists for
all the cases in the main sensitivity matrix. Applying a leak rate margin factor of 10, which
has historically been applied in regulatory LBB assessments [35], rather than 4 on the 0.25
gpm detectability limit results in all 13 of the most limiting cases in the main sensitivity
matrix satisfying the evaluation criteria with one exception (Case 44c). The 13 most limiting
cases are defined here as those cases for which the load margin factor is 1.75 or less at the
time the leak rate is calculated to be 1 gpm. Full leak rate and load margin factor curves
versus time were developed for these 13 cases (see Figures 7-22 through 7-38). A leak rate
margin factor of about 9 does satisfy the evaluation criteria for Case 44c. All other cases in
the main matrix very likely satisfy the evaluation criteria with a leak rate margin factor of 10
based on the compiled leak rate and stability data, although this has been verified explicitly
for only four of the other cases (12c, 23b, 25a, and 43c). Moreover, the most limiting surge
nozzle case (Case 17b) is predicted to have an initial through-wall leak rate of 2.6 gpm, with
the leak rate increasing to 69 gpm when the load margin factor decreases to 1.2, indicating
robustness with respect to the value of the assumed leak rate margin factor for the surge
nozzle cases.

It is concluded that the sensitivity matrix demonstrates sufficient margin to address modeling
uncertainties such as those associated with the potential for multiple through-wall crack
segments.

7.6.6 Overall Conclusion

The sensitivity matrix robustly addresses the range of nozzle design and fabrication factors, as
well as the key modeling uncertainties. Later cases in the sensitivity matrix were defined to
further investigate cases showing limiting results. Furthermore, the margins in the matrix results
demonstrate that even cases representing an unlikely combination of detrimental factors are
likely to result in sufficient time for leak detection prior to rupture. Hence, it is concluded that
all 51 subject welds are adequately covered by crack growth sensitivity cases that satisfy the
evaluation criteria presented in Section 7.2.
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Table 7-1
Sensitivity Matrix Case Definitions

Geometry Case Load Case

Z-factor
per max Pb

Case Base Sensitivity Model Nozzle Geometry Do t PVP Pm p Fdw,,t F_,, Pm Fd.nln Pb M (thick)

# Case Purpose Type Type Configuration Plants (in) (in) R/t paper Case (ksi) (kips) (kips) (ksi) (kips) Case (in-kips) (ksi)

1 geom2y/oad cylinder S&R Configla AEH 7.750 1.290 2.004 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.74 2.42 inm 109 5.30

2 geo'netry/load cylinder S&R Conl1 a AFH 7.750 1.290 2.004 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.74 2.42 intermed 194.09 5.30
3 geometoad cylinder S&R Cofigla. AEH 7.750 1.290 2.004 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.74 2.42 1ow 178.28 4.88
4 geo ^Met~ cylinder S&R Conf lb F 8.000 1.405 1.847 1.17 typical 2.235 7.90 55.19 1.90 15.37 high 237.40 5.74
5 geometrlload cylinder S&R ConfigI b F 8.000 1.405 1.847 1.17 typical 2.235 7.90 55.19 1.90 15.37 low 201.91 4.88
6 georeoad cylinder S&R Config 2a/2b BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 high 252.14 7.63
7 geomne~cad cylinder S&R Config 2a/2b BeG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 low 158.04 4.78
8 geomeoad cylinder S&R Config3 Di1 8.000 1.405 1.847 1.17 typical 2.235 0.66 47.94 1.65 1.74 high 277.18 6.70
9 geomebyfload cylinder S&R Config3 DI 8.000 1.405 1.847 1.17 typical 2.235 0.66 47.94 1.65 1.74 low 201.91 4.88
10 geometry/load cylinder spray Config4 AE 5.810 0.900 2.228 1.16 typical 2.235 -1.27 26.96 1.94 -0.35 high 72.78 4.89
11 geomeload cylinder spray Config 4 AE 5.810 0.900 2.228 1.16 typical 2.235 -1.27 26.96 1.94 -0.35 low 66.98 4.50
12 geometload cylinder spray Config 5 BCG 5.810 0.780 2.724 1.16 typical 2.235 -0.77 30.94 2.51 0.47 high 65.33 4.75
13 geometload cylinder spray Config 5 BCG 5.810 0.780 2.724 1.16 typical 2.235 -0.77 30.94 2.51 0.47 low 56.76 4.13
14 geometry/load cylinder spray Config6 F 8.000 1.150 2.478 1.17 typical 2.235 -0.84 56.19 2.27 -0.84 high 27.91 0.75
15 geornetry/load cylinder spray Config7 0l 5.190 1.045 1.483 1.15 typical 2.235 0.62 17.49 1.29 0.81 high 55.65 4.65
16 geometry/load cylinder spray Config7 0l 5.190 1.045 1.483 1.15 typical 2.235 0.62 17.49 1.29 0.81 low 49.47 4.13
17 geomet-y/load cylinder surge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
18 geometry/load cylinder stage Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 low 989.57 4.88
19 geomettylload cylinder sarge Config9 DI 13.060 1.470 3.442 1.19 high 2.235 4.97 184.75 3.45 4.97 high 2034.30 14.55
20 geometry/load cylinder surge Config9 DI 13.060 1.470 3.442 1.19 high 2.235 4.97 184.75 3.45 4.97 low 929.97 6.65
21 1 IDrepair cylinder S&R Configla AEH 7.750 1.290 2.004 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.74 2.42 high 209.28 5.71

22 3 IDrepair cylinder S&R Configla AFH 7.750 1.290 2.004 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.74 2.42 low 178.90 4.88
23 6 IDrepair cylinder S&R Contig2a/2b BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 high 252.14 7.63
24 7 IDrepair cylinder S&R Contig2a/2b BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 low 158.04 4.78
25 17 IDrepair cylinder sarge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
26 18 IDrepair cylinder surge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 low 989.57 4.88
27 17 Pbsensitivity cylinder bound bounding AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 sensl 2635.33 13.00
28 17 Pbsensitivity cylinder bound bounding AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 seons2 2027.18 10.00
29 18 Pbsensitiviry cylinder bound bounding AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 seons3 1419.02 7.00
30 18 Pbsensitivity cylinder bound bounding AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 sens4 817.40 4.03
31 1 as-builtuncertainty cylinder S&R as-built1 AEH 8.008 1.419 1.822 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.55 2.42 bouading 209.28 5.02
32 1 as-builtuncertainty cylinder S&R as-built2 AEH 7.492 1.161 2.227 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.98 2.42 bounding 209.28 6.56
33 4 Pmsenoitivity cylinder S&R boundingS&R F 8.000 1.405 1.847 1.17 low 2.235 0.44 47.73 1.64 15.37 bounding 237.40 5.74
34 4 Pmsensitfity cylinder S&R boundingS&R F 8.000 1.405 1.847 1.17 high 2.235 15.37 62.65 2.15 15.37 bounding 237.40 5.74
35 6 shortenedO.5"'weld' cylinder S&R bounding S&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
36 6 plasticredisltibution cylinder S&R boundingS&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
37 6 initial crack shape cylinder S&R boundingS&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
38 6 inital crack shape cylinder S&R bounding S&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
39 6 initial crack shape cylinder S&R boundingS&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
40 6 inital crack depth cylinder S&R boundingS&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
41 6 initial crack depth cylinder S&R boundingS&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
42 6 CGR K-eponeot cylinder S&R bounding S&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
43 6 CGR K-exponent cylinder S&R bounding S&R BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -3.01 52.44 2.34 4.98 bounding 252.14 7.63
44 12 CGRK-exponent cylinder spray boundingspray BCG 5.810 0.780 2.724 1.16 typical 2.235 -0.77 30.94 2.51 0.47 bounding 65.33 4.75
45 12 CGR Kexponeont cylinder spray bounding spray BCG 5.810 0.780 2.724 1.16 typical 2.235 -0.77 30.94 2.51 0.47 bounding 65.33 4.75
46 17 CGRK-eaponont cylinder sarge bounding srge AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 bounding 2750.77 13.57
47 17 CGRK-exponont cylinder surge bounding srge AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 bounding 2750.77 13.57
48 17 reduced press. onCF cylinder bound bounding AFHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 bounding 2750.77 13.57
49 6 no thermial load for TW cylinder bound bounding BCG 7.750 1.065 2.638 1.17 typical 2.235 -0.33 55.11 2.46 0.17 bounding 31.10 0.94
50 17 no thernal load for TW cylinder bound bounding AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 0.76 246.84 3.71 5.76 bounding 160.18 0.79
51 19 no thermal load fer TW cylinder bound bounding DI 13.060 1.470 3.442 1.19 high 2.235 0.00 179.78 3.36 0.00 bounding 126.20 0.90
52 1 detailedgeometry nozzle S&R exanpleS&R AEH 7.806 1.318 1.961 1.17 typical 2.235 -1.28 45.64 1.70 2.42 bounding 209.28 5.55
53 17 detadedgeomnetry nozzle serge example srge AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typcal 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 bounding 2750.77 13.57
S1 17 effect of multiple flaws cylinder surge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
S2 17 effect of multiple flaws cylinder serge ConrKg 8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 1702.83 8.40
S3 17 effect of multiple flaws cylinder surge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
S4 17 effect of multiple flaws cylinder surge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
S5 17 effect omultiple flaows cylinder surge Conlig8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
S6 17 effect ofmulfple flaws cylinder serge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
S7 17 effectolmultipleflaws cylinder sarge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 logh 2750.77 13.57
S8 19 effect of multple flaws cylinder serge Config9 D0 13.060 1.470 3.442 1.19 high 2.235 4.97 184.75 3.45 4.97 high 2034.30 14.55
S9 17 effect of multple flaws cylinder serge Config8 AEHBCG 15.000 1.580 3.747 1.19 typical 2.235 1.62 247.70 3.72 8.04 high 2750.77 13.57
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Table 7-1 (continued)
Sensitivity Matrix Case Definitions

WRS Case (see Note 1) CGR Equation Initial Flaw

Weld More Conservative K- C 5ts.650"F

Case Base Repair Nominal WRS Case Conservative WRS Case WRS Case Exp. (in/h; Shape Depth
# Case Case? ("a" case) ("b" case) ("c" case) n psi-ino

5
) 2c/a Factor (%tw)

1 Axisymn "la: Type 1 S&R with SS weld *lb: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 1c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360' uniform 10%
2 Axisymm -2a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld 2b:_Type 1 S&R without SS weld 2c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360' uniform 10%
3 Axisymn *3a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "3b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 3c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.51SE-12 360* uniform 10%
4 Axisymm -4a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "4b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 4c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.5151-12 360* uniform 10%
-5 Axisymm -5a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld 5b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 5c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
6 Axisymm 6a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld S6b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 6c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
7 AxisymM '7a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "7b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 7c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
8 AxisymM "8a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld 8b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 8c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360' uniform 10%
9 Axisymi "9a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "9b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 9c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%

10 Axisymm "10a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "lOb: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 10c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.51SE-12 360' uniform 10%
11 Axisymm "1la: Type1 S&Rwith SSweld '11b: Type 1 S&Rwithout SSweld l1c: ModASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360. uniform 10%
12 Axisymnl 12a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "12b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 12c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
13 Axisymm '13a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld '13b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 13c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
14 Axisymm '14a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "14b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 14c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
15 Axisymni '15a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld .15b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 15c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
16 Axisymm 16a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld 16b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 16c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.51SE-12 360" uniform 10%

17 Axisymm 17a: Type 8 surge with SS weld 17b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 26%
18 Axisymn] 18a: Type 8 surge with SS weld 18b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
19 Axisymm "19a: Type9 surge 19b: Type 8 surgewith SS weld 1.6 8.S1SE-12 21 natural 26%
20 Axisymm *20a: Type 9 surge 20b: Type 8 surge with SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
21 1 ID Repair 21a: S&R 20" ID repair / wo SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
22 3 ID Repair 22a: S&R 20' ID repair / wo SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
23 6 ID Repair 23a: S&R 20 IDrepair/wo SSweld 23b: S&R 20° lDrepair/ mod ASME 23c: 23a with 3 repairs 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
24 7 ID Repair 24a: S&R20° ID repair /Iw. SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
25 17 ID Repair 25a: surge lD repair /with SS weld 25b: surge lDrepair/w/o SSweld 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 26%
26 18 ID Repair 26a: surge ID repair / with SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
27 17 Axisymm . 27b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 26%
28 17 Axisymm 28b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 26%
29 18 Axismm 29b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
30 18 Axisymrn 30b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%

31 1 Axisymm "1aType_1 S&RwithSSweld 231b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 31c: ModASME3/3OFit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%

32 1 Axisymm "32a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld '32b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 32c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%

33 •4 Axisymm 3a : Ty/pe 1 S&R with SS weld '33b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 33c: Mod ASME 3130 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360' uniform 10%
34 1 Axisymm "32a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "34b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 34c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%

35 6 Axisymni 35c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%

36 6 Axisymm 36c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%

37 6 Axisymmn 37c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.51SE-12 21 natural 26%

38 6 Axisymm . 38c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.51SE-12 21 sni-e.lipse 26%
39 6 Axisymn! I 39c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 21 constant 26%
40 6 Axisymm. 40c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 15%
41 6 Axisymm -41c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 40%
42 6 Axisymm '42a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld *42b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 42c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.0 4.313E-.0 360" uniform 10%
43 6 Axisymm '43a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld *43b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 43c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 2.2 1.530E-14 360" uniform 10%
44 12 Axisynm "44a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld *44b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 44c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.0 4.313E-09 360" uniform 10%
45 12 Axisymrn '45a: Type 1 S&R with SS weld "45b: Type 1 S&R without SS weld 45c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 2.2 1.530E-14 360" uniform 10%
46 17 Axisymm. 46b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.0 4.313E-09 21 natural 26%
47 17 Axisymm 47b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 2.2 1.530E-14 21 natural 26%
48 17 Axisymm . . . 48b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1 1.6 8.51SE-12 21 natural 26%
49 6 Axisymm - - "" 49c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360" uniform 10%
50 17 Axisymm - . 50b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 26%
51 19 Axisymm 51 b: Type 8 surgewith SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 26%
52 1 Axisymm . 52d: Type1 S&Rw/oSSweld(Interpolated) 52c: Mod ASME 3/30 Fit 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
53 17 Axisvmm 53b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 21 natural 26%
$1 17 Axisymm Sla: TypeS surge with SS weld Slb: Type8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
62 17 Axisymm . . S2b: Type s surge without SS weld 1 1.6 8.515E-12 360* uniform 10%
S3 17 Axisymm S3b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 5.6 natural 10%
64 17 Axisymm . . S4b: Type s surge without SS weld i 1.6 8.515E-12 Combine 17b + S3b#1
S5 17 Axisymm S5b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 Combine 17b + S3b #2
S6 17 Axisymni S6b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 1.6 8.515E-12 Combine 17b + S3b #3
67 17 Axisymrn . S7b: Type 8 surge without SS weld 8_1.6 8.515E-12 Combine 17b + 95%tw
S8 19 Axisymm - . SSb: Type s surge with SS weld 1.6 8.515E.12 360" uniform 10%
69 17 Axisymm S9b: Type 8 surge without SS weld __1.6 8.515E-12 12 Case 17b 21:1 flaws

Notes
(1) Asterisk before case number indicates stable crack arrest verified using axisymmetric crack growth solution for uniform depth 360* crack.
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Table 7-2
Geometry and Load Combination for 51 Subject Welds

Loads

Pm Pb Pb/(P.+Pb)

# of (ksi) (ksi)
Type Design nozzles

Min Max MinI Max Min Max

la 12 3.17 3.45 0.07 5.71 0.02 0.64

Safety lb 4 3.20 3.71 0.78 5.74 0.20 0.63

andRle 2a 8 3.93 4.29 1.04 7.63 0.21 0.64Relief

Nozzles 2b 4 3.57 3.90 2.35 4.78 0.38 0.57

3 7 3.16 3.24 0.00 6.70 0.00 0.67

4 2 3.45 3.58 1.38 4.89 0.28 0.59

Spray 5 3 4.00 4.20 1.12 4.75 0.21 0.54

Nozzles 6 1 3.84 3.84 0.75 0.75 0.16 0.16

7 2 2.76 3.05 1.16 4.80 0.30 0.61

Surge 8 6 5.24 5.43 4.04 13.58 0.43 0.72

Nozzles 9 2 4.92 5.06 6.65 14.55 0.57 0.74

Note:

Pm in this table is based on ASME pressure stress pDJ4t, plus dead weight and normal thermal
axial loads divided by metal cross sectional area.
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Table 7-3
Summary Statistics for Wolf Creek Pressurizer Surge Nozzle DMV Weld Indications
Reported in October 2006
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Table 7-4
Sensitivity Matrix Case Surface Crack Results

Geometry Case Surface Crack Stability Results (Press . DW + NT loads and Z-factor for Critical Size)

Time Fraction Crack Max tot Max Pm Stability Support. Support.
Case .Nozzle Geomet R t to TW Xsection Face Faxial Based on Margin Pm Pb (thick)

• Type Configuration (in) (in) (yrs) Cracked F (kips) (kips) CF (ksi) Factor (ksi) (ksi)

1 c S&R Config la 2.585 1.290 17.4 0.400 23.40 72.74 2.78 3.10 8.6 17.7
2 c S&R Confil la 2.585 1.290 21.3 0.395 23.12 72.45 2.77 3.33 9.2 17.6
3 c S&R Config la 2.585 1.290 26.3 0.383 22.43 71.77 2.74 3.67 10.1 17.9
4 c S&R Config lb 2.595 1.405 18.0 0.400 26.04 88.68 3.05 2.95 9.0 16.9
5 c S&R Config lb 2.595 1.405 25.7 0.381 24.79 87.44 3.00 3.51 10.6 17.2
6 c S&R Config 2a/2b 2.810 1.065 3.4 0.435 21.74 82.16 3.67 2.04 7.5 15.6
7 c S&R Config 2a/2b 2.810 1.065 10.5 0.440 22.01 82.43 3.69 2.63 9.7 12.6
8 c S&R Config 3 2.595 1.405 13.4 0.399 25.94 74.96 2.58 2.87 7.4 19.2
9 c S&R Config 3 2.595 1.405 32.2 0.364 23.69 72.71 2.50 4.12 10.3 20.1

10 c spray Config 4 2.005 0.900 21.2 0.389 12.06 39.94 2.88 3.57 10.3 17.4
11 c spray Config 4 2.005 0.900 25.3 0.378 11.71 39.59 2.85 3.95 11.3 17.8
12 c spray Config 5 2.125 0.780 10.5 0.436 12.01 44.18 3.58 2.76 9.9 13.1
13 c spray Config 5 2.125 0.780 13.6 0.427 11.76 43.94 3.56 3.05 10.9 12.6
14 c spray Config 6 2.850 1.150 Arrest
15 c spray Config 7 1.550 1.045 Arrest
16 c spray Config 7 1.550 1.045 Arrest
17 a surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 Arrest
17 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 1.2 0.240 35.80 289.91 4.35 1 1.73 7.5 23.4
18 a surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 Arrest
18 b surge Confil 8 5.920 1.580 11.5 0.499 74.22 328.34 4.93 2.05 10.1 10.0
19 b surge Config 9 5.060 1.470 Arrest
20 b surge Config 9 5.060 1.470 Arrest
21 a S&R Config la 2.585 1.290 0.6 0.212 12.41 61.75 2.36 5.08 12.0 29.0
22 a S&R Config la 2.585 1.290 0.6 0.213 12.44 61.78 2.36 5.58 13.2 27.2
23 a S&R Config 2a/2b 2.810 1.065 0.4 0.208 10.40 70.82 3.17 3.79 12.0 28.9
23 b S&R Config 2a/2b 2.810 1.065 0.4 0.275 13.74 74.16 3.32 3.37 11.2 25.7
23 c S&R Config 2a/2b 2.810 1.065 0.5 0.298 14.91 75.33 3.37 3.55 12.0 27.1
24 a S&R Config 2a/2b 2.810 1.065 0.5 0.210 10.49 70.91 3.17 6.09 19.3 29.1
25 a surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 0.8 0.173 25.73 279.84 4.20 2.13 9.0 28.9
25 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 0.5 0.183 27.21 281.33 4.22 2.07 8.7 28.0
26 a surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 2.2 0.359 53.51 307.62 4.62 2.88 13.3 14.1
27 b surge bounding 5.920 1.580 1.3 0.243 36.20 290.32 4.36 1.76 7.7 22.9
28 b surge bounding 5.920 1.580 2.0 0.271 40.31 294.42 4.42 1.92 8.5 19.2
29 b surge bounding 5.920 1.580 7.1 0.527 78.39 332.50 4.99 1.47 7.3 10.3
30 b surge bounding 5.920 1.580 Arrest
31 c S&R as-built 1 2.585 1.419 35.2 0.369 24.22 73.55 2.50 3.97 10.0 20.0
32 c S&R as-built 2 2.585 1.161 7.5 0.417 21.50 70.83 3.07 2.58 7.9 16.9
33 c S&R bounding S&R 2.595 1.405 19.8 0.388 25.22 87.87 3.02 3.10 9.4 17.8
34 c S&R bounding S&R 2.595 1.405 14.6 0.407 26.50 89.15 3.06 2.86 8.8 16.4
35 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 2.9 0.447 22.33 82.75 3.70 1.93 7.2 14.8
36 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 3.6 0.434 21.69 82.11 3.67 2.05 7.5 15.6
37 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 3.4 0.332 16.59 77.01 3.44 2.32 8.0 17.7
38 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 3.4 0.331 16.56 76.98 3.44 2.32 8.0 17.7
39 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 3.4 0.340 16.99 77.41 3.46 2.29 7.9 17.4
40 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 3.9 0.308 15.38 75.80 3.39 2.44 8.3 18.6
41 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 2.6 0.357 17.83 78.25 3.50 2.22 7.8 17.0
42 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 1.8 0.476 23.79 84.21 3.77 1.68 6.3 12.8
43 c S&R bounding S&R 2.810 1.065 7.6 0.408 20.41 80.83 3.61 2.27 8.2 17.3
44 c spray bounding spray 2.125 0.780 2.9 0.470 12.94 45.11 3.66 2.34 8.6 11.1
45 c spray bounding spray 2.125 0.780 48.1 0.417 11.50 43.67 3.54 2.97 10.5 14.1
46 b surge bounding surge 5.920 1.580 1.1 0.236 35.14 289.26 4.34 1.74 7.5 23.6
47 b surge bounding surge 5.920 1.580 1.5 0.247 36.77 290.88 4.37 1.71 7.5 23.2
48 b surge bounding 5.920 1.580 1.2 0.240 35.80 289.91 4.35 1.73 7.5 23.4
49 c S&R bounding 2.810 1.065 3.4 0.435 21.74 77.35 3.46 3.96 13.7 3.7
50 b surge bounding 5.920 1.580 1.2 0.240 35.80 287.63 4.32 4.37 18.9 3.5
51 b surge bounding 5.060 1.470 Arrest
52 C S&R example S&R 2.S85 1.318 11.6 1 0.422 1 25.34 1 74.68 2.78 1 2.88 1 8.0 1 16.0
52 d S&R example S&R 2.585 1.318 Arrest
53 b surgle example surql 5.920 1.580 1.1 0.244 36.33 290.45 4.36 1.70 7.4 23.1
$1 a surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 Arrest
$1 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 1.2 0.489 72.76 1 326.88 1 4.91 1 1.08 5.3 14.6
S2 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 3.4 0.518 77.12 331.23 4.97 1.37 6.8 11.5
S3 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 2.2 0.179 26.63 280.74 4.21 2.10 8.8 28.4
54 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 N/A
S4 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 N/A
S6 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 N/A

S7 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 N/A
S8 b surge Config 9 5.060 1.470 Arrest
S9 b surge Config 8 5.920 1.580 N/A
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Table 7-5
Sensitivity Matrix Case Through-Wall Crack Results at 1 gpm or Initial Leak Rate if Higher

Crack
Fraction Face Max tot Max Pm Support. Support. Stability Time Time Leak Rate

Case and Xsection Force Faxial Based on Pm Pb (thick) Margin since TW since TW (gpm @
Step Cracked (kips) (kips) CF (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) Factor (hrs) (days) 70-F)

01cS13 0.466 27.27 76.61 2.93 6.55 12.78 2.24 2726 114 1.04
02cS14 0.470 27.48 76.82 2.93 6.79 12.25 2.31 3416 142 1.05
03cS15 0.472 27.59 76.93 2.94 7.04 11.70 2.40 4358 182 1.07
04cS12 0.462 30.06 92.71 3.18 6.95 12.52 2.18 2567 107 1.00
05cS14 0.466 30.30 92.95 3.19 7.50 11.47 2.35 4328 180 1.00
06cS13 0.471 23.53 83.96 3.75 6.37 12.95 1.70 752 31 1.04
07cS21 0.491 24.53 84.95 3.80 7.64 9.62 2.01 1682 70 1.02
08cS12 0.459 29.88 78.91 2.71 5.79 14.32 2.14 2268 94 1.09
09cS16 0.470 30.56 79.58 2.73 6.84 12.21 2.50 5489 229 1.08
10cS20 0.497 15.42 43.30 3.12 6.46 10.13 2.07 4690 195 1.01
1 1cS22 0.506 15.69 43.57 3.14 6.54 9.38 2.08 6251 260 1.04
12cS17 0.507 13.96 46.13 3.74 6.95 8.82 1.86 2639 110 1.03
13cS18 0.512 14.10 46.28 3.75 7.29 8.03 1.94 3120 130 1.03
14cSna Arrest
15cSna Arrest
16cSna Arrest
17aSna Arrest
17bS00 0.243 36.18 290.30 4.36 7.44 1 23.17 1.71 0 0 2.55
18aSna Arrest
18bS00 0.523 77.93 332.04 4.98 8.94 1 8.75 1.79 0 0 2.71
19bSna Arrest
20bSna Arrest
21aS16 0.255 14.95 64.28 2.46 10.86 25.26 4.42 1762 73 1.02
22aS17 0.260 15.23 64.57 2.47 11.78 23.31 4.78 1894 79 1.06
23aS13 0.248 12.38 72.80 3.26 10.92 25.59 3.36 1194 50 1.01
23bS02 0.311 15.55 75.98 3.40 10.13 22.75 2.98 194 8 1.06
23cS16 0.369 18.44 78.87 3.53 10.53 22.76 2.99 1799 75 1.00
24aS15 0.255 12.75 73.17 3.27 13.86 20.25 4.24 1607 67 1.03
25aS00 0.175 25.99 280.10 4.20 8.92 28.78 2.12 0 0 5.28
25bS00 0.185 27.47 281.58 4.23 8.68 27.88 2.05 0 0 6.03
26aS00 0.364 54.17 308.29 4.63 13.12 13.84 2.83 0 0 1.18
27bS00 0.246 36.58 290.69 4.36 7.61 22.68 1.74 0 0 2.50
28bS00 0.355 52.84 306.96 4.61 7.71 16.74 1.67 0 0 2.43
29bS00 0.537 79.95 334.07 5.02 6.91 9.65 1.38 0 0 4.05
30bSna Arrest
31cS16 0.471 30.90 80.23 2.73 6.73 12.37 2.46 5656 236 1.06
32cS11 0.471 24.32 73.66 3.19 6.26 12.86 1.96 1847 77 1.02
33cS13 0.460 29.94 92.59 3.18 6.98 12.60 2.20 3374 141 1.00
34cS12 0.468 30.45 93.09 3.20 6.77 12.16 2.12 2346 98 1.06
35cS06 0.480 23.98 84.40 3.77 6.13 12.38 1.62 617 26 1.10
36cS08 0.471 23.56 83.98 3.75 6.35 12.89 1.69 857 36 1.05
37cS19 0.419 20.96 81.38 3.64 6.67 13.98 1.83 1024 43 1.01
38cS19 0.420 21.02 81.44 3.64 6.67 13.98 1.83 1035 43 1.01
39cS19 0.424 21.22 81.64 3.65 6.62 13.82 1.81 993 41 1.03
40cS22 0.410 20.47 80.89 3.62 6.82 14.39 1.89 1151 48 1.01
41cS18 0.434 21.68 82.10 3.67 6.51 13.53 1.77 957 40 1.03
42cS00 0.487 24.36 84.79 3.79 5.96 12.00 1.57 0 0 1.07
43cS09 0.452 22.58 83.00 3.71 6.82 14.01 1.84 1035 43 1.00
44cS09 0.528 14.55 46.72 3.79 6.41 8.04 1.69 1228 51 1.01
45cS19 0.501 13.81 45.98 3.73 7.14 9.10 1.91 3284 137 1.06
46bS00 0.240 35.69 289.80 4.35 7.45 23.25 1.71 0 0 4.63
47bS00 0.248 36.95 291.07 4.37 7.42 23.03 1.70 0 0 1.38
48bS00 0.243 21.53 275.65 4.14 7.18 23.54 1.73 0 0 2.42
49cS30 0.502 25.10 80.71 3.61 10.30 2.68 2.85 4004 167 1.01
50bSO0 0.243 36.19 288.03 4.32 18.70 3.42 4.33 0 0 1.07
51bSna Arrest
52cS10 0.470 [ 28.22 1 77.55 [ 2.89 [ 6.51 1 12.52 [ 2.26 1 1658 [ 69 1 1.00
52dSna Arrest
53bS00 0.246 [ 36.68 1 290.80 [ 4.37 [ 7.36 1 22.88 [ 1.69 1 0 [ 0 1 2.39
SlaSna Arrest
SlbSOO 0.496 73.89 328.00 4.92 5.08 14.01 1.03 0 0 7.39
S2bS00 0.529 78.83 332.95 5.00 6.38 10.72 1.28 0 0 4.87
S3bS00 0.188 28.04 282.15 4.24 8.61 27.58 2.03 0 0 2.43
S4bSna' 0.400 59.53 313.64 4.71 6.75 19.44 1.43 167 7 2.55
S5bSna* 0.400 59.53 313.64 4.71 6.95 20.02 1.48 167 7 2.55
S6bSna' 0.400 59.53 313.64 4.71 6.10 17.57 1.29 167 7 2.55
S7bSna" 0.453 67.50 321.61 4.83 6.95 19.52 1.44 167 7 2.55
S8bSna Arrest
S9bSO0 0.322 1 47.95 1302.06 4.53 1 7.24 1 21.65 1 1.60 1 0 1 0 1 2.55

;Stability results after 7 days of detectable leakage for these multiple flaw cases only (S4b through S7b)
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Sensitivity Case Matrix

Table 7-6
Sensitivity Matrix Case Through-Wall Crack Results at Load Margin Factor of 1.2

Crack Max Pm Iime ime im Leak
Fraction Face Max tot Based Support. Support. Stability Time since since 1 since 1 Rate

Case and Xsection Force Faxial on CF Pm Pb (thick) Margin since TW TW gpm gpm (gpm @
Step Cracked (kips) (kips) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) Factor (hrs) (days) (hrs) (days) 70=F)

01cS36 0.568 33.21 82.55 3.15 3.80 6.89 1.21 5350 223 2623 109 5.81
02cS37 0.574 33.61 82.95 3.17 3.85 6.43 1.21 6255 261 2839 118 5.89
03cS38 0.580 33.93 83.26 3.18 3.88 5.95 1.22 7357 307 2998 125 6.22
04cS34 0.558 36.29 98.94 3.40 4.19 7.07 1.23 5252 219 2685 112 5.22
05cS37 0.574 37.36 100.01 3.44 4.15 5.90 1.21 7615 317 3288 137 5.81
06cS41 0.529 26.45 86.87 3.88 4.70 9.23 1.21 1741 73 989 41 4.04
07cS62 0.573 28.64 89.06 3.98 4.79 5.75 1.20 3389 141 1706 71 5.44
08cS34 0.553 36.00 85.03 2.92 3.58 8.21 1.23 4643 193 2375 99 5.58
09cS41 0.586 38.10 87.13 2.99 3.63 5.93 1.21 8942 373 3453 144 6.56
10cS38 0.582 18.05 45.92 3.31 3.98 5.89 1.20 6450 269 1760 73 3.80
11cS39 0.587 18.21 46.09 3.32 4.09 5.54 1.23 7996 333 1745 73 3.70
12cS33 0.575 15.83 48.00 3.89 4.66 5.69 1.20 3801 158 1163 48 3.54
13cS34 0.582 16.04 48.21 3.91 4.83 5.10 1.23 4414 184 1295 54 3.49
14cSna Arrest
15cSna Arrest
16cSna Arrest
17aSna Arrest
17bS73 0.331 49.30 303.42 4.55 5.45 1 16.24 1 1.20 829 35 829 1 35 69.28
18aSna Arrest
18bS21 0.591 88.03 342.15 5.14 6.15 1 5.84 1 1.20 1022 43 1022 1 43 15.79
19bS32 Arrest
20bSna Arrest
21aS20 0.270 15.78 65.12 2.49 10.47 24.04 4.21 2272 95 509 >>21 1.28
22aS20 0.271 15.84 65.18 2.49 11.46 22.47 4.60 2295 96 400 >>17 1.25
23aS21 0.278 13.91 74.34 3.32 10.05 23.06 3.02 2085 87 891 >>37 1.67
23bS33 0.517 25.84 86.26 3.86 4.64 9.18 1.20 4354 181 4160 173 6.44
23cS20 0.387 19.34 79.76 3.57 10.08 21.57 2.83 2296 96 497 >>21 1.27
24aS19 0.270 13.48 73.90 3.30 13.31 19.26 4.03 2115 88 508 >>21 1.31
25aS75 0.330 49.10 303.22 4.55 5.49 16.36 1.21 1868 78 1868 78 98.51
25bS79 0.329 49.04 303.15 4.55 5.49 16.37 1.21 1642 68 1642 68 91.86
26aS09 0.383 57.09 311.21 4.67 12.24 12.79 2.62 958 40 958 >>40 5.40
27bS68 0.337 50.12 304.24 4.57 5.50 15.64 1.20 919 38 919 38 70.43
28bS30 0.424 63.08 317.20 4.76 5.71 12.00 1.20 6S5 27 655 27 28.75

29bS08 0.560 83.38 337.50 5.07 6.07 8.38 1.20 267 11 267 11 8.49
30bSna Arrest
31cS40 0.588 38.59 87.92 2.99 3.58 6.00 1.20 9163 382 3507 146 6.43
32cS31 0.552 28.50 77.84 3.37 4.07 7.91 1.21 3616 151 1769 74 4.80
33cS35 0.560 36.46 99.10 3.40 4.11 6.94 1.21 6338 264 2964 123 5.27
34cS34 0.561 36.51 99.16 3.41 4.11 6.93 1.21 4709 196 2363 98 5.52
35cS18 0.528 26.38 86.80 3.88 4.76 9.35 1.23 1393 58 776 32 3.67
36cS24 0.529 26.43 86.86 3.88 4.70 9.24 1.21 1870 78 1013 42 3.99
37cS57 0.503 25.16 85.58 3.83 4.58 9.14 1.20 2193 91 1170 49 4.97
38cS56 0.504 25.21 85.63 3.83 4.58 9.12 1.20 2210 92 1175 49 4.98
39cS55 0.504 25.22 85.64 3.83 4.60 9.16 1.20 2117 88 1124 47 4.87
40cS63 0.501 25.05 85.47 3.82 4.59 9.16 1.20 2424 101 1273 53 5.18
41cS52 0.508 25.39 85.81 3.84 4.60 9.14 1.20 2009 84 1052 44 4.70
42cS15 0.534 26.71 87.13 3.90 4.66 9.12 1.20 927 39 927 39 2.97
43cS30 0.525 26.26 86.68 3.88 4.68 9.21 1.21 2171 90 1135 47 4.84
44cS18 0.581 16.01 48.18 3.91 4.80 5.84 1.23 2125 89 898 37 2.64
45cS37 0.573 15.78 47.95 3.89 4.69 5.73 1.21 4397 183 1113 46 3.86
46bS44 0.330 49.07 303.18 4.55 5.48 16.33 1.20 1755 73 1755 73 73.58
47bS85 0.331 49.25 303.37 4.55 5.48 16.32 1.20 534 22 534 22 63.34
48bS76 0.335 29.71 283.82 4.26 5.12 16.32 1.20 941 39 941 39 70.05
49cS86 0.628 31.37 86.98 3.89 4.67 1.13 1.20 7474 311 3470 145 8.57

50bS150 0.492 73.20 325.04 4.88 6.14 0.99 1.26 7034 293 7034 293 191.43
51bSna Arrest
52cS35 0.567 1 34.07 183.40 3.10 1 3.84 6.87 1 1.24 1 3916 163 1 22571 94 1 6.61
52dSna Arrest
53bS103 0.331 1 49.29 1303.41 4.55 1 5.46 16.26 1 1.20 1 1164 49 1 1164 1 49 142.35
SlaSna Arrest
SlbSna Not Applicable - @ TW Load Factor = 1.08 (1.03 at first leakage) /2 days from TW to load factor of 1.0
S2bSO1 0.537 79.90 334.01 5.01 6.14 10.28 1.22 82 3(Nol) 82 3 (Netel) 6.00
$3bS93 0.330 49.16 303.27 4.55 5.47 16.30 1.20 1772 74 1772 74 87.49
S4bSna
S5bSna Not Applicable
S6bSna
S7bSna
S8bSna Arrest
S9bSna 0.415 1 61.74 315.861 4.74 5.17 14.81 1 1.09 829 135 (Noe2) 829 135 (Noe2)I 69.28

Note 1: Case S2b showed 4 days from initial leakage (at 4.9 gpm) until load margin factor of 1.20 based on interpolation.
Note 2: Case S9b showed 29 days from initial leakage (at 2.6 gpm) until load margin factor of 1.20 based on interpolation.
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Table 7-7
Sensitivity Summary
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Table 7-7 (cont'd)
Sensitivity Summary
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Figure 7-1
Illustration of Approach for Hypothetical Leak Rate and Crack Stability Results
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-*--Type la-I (base case) -Poly. (Type la-1 (base case))
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40,000

y - 1515168.38650x' - 3679386.65241x' - 3143956.32984xz - 952635.9169lx -428M0.90186

Fe 0.99155
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-2000

40,000

-60.000

0.0 0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Nondimenslonal Distance fron ID, xlt

Figure 7-2
WRS Fit for Type 1 Safety and Relief Nozzle Including Effect of Stainless Steel Weld (with
normal operating temperature applied)

[-.-Type 1a-3 (no SS Weld) ---- ASME Modified per EMC2 - Poly. (Type la-3 (no SS Weld))

80,000 -

60,000

40,000

I
20.000
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-60,000

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Nondlmenslonal Distance from ID, xlt

Figure 7-3
WRS Cubic Fit for Type I Safety and Relief Nozzle Excluding Effect of Stainless Steel Weld
(with normal operating temperature applied)
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-4-- Type la-3 (no SS Weld) -- ASME Modified per EMC2 - Poly. (Type la-3 (no SS Weld))
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Figure 7-4
WRS Quartic Fit for Type I Safety and Relief Nozzle Excluding Effect of Stainless Steel
Weld with a0 set to 54 ksi (with normal operating temperature applied)
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Figure 7-5
WRS Fits for Safety and Relief Nozzle with 3D ID Repair Excluding Effect of Stainless Steel
Weld with ao set to 27.5 ksi and 74.8 ksi (with normal operating temperature applied)
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I< Type 8-1 (base case) - ASME Modified per EMC2 - Poly. (Type 8-1 (base case))
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60,000 -- -------------------------L
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Figure 7-6
WRS Fit for Type 8 Surge Nozzle Including Effect of Stainless Steel Weld (with normal
operating temperature applied)

I-4*- Type B-3 (no SS Weld) w ASME Modified per EMC2 -Poly. (Type 8-3 (no SS Weld))
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Figure 7-7
WRS Fit for Type 8 Surge Nozzle Excluding Effect of Stainless Steel Weld with a, set to
54.0 ksi (with normal operating temperature applied)
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--- Type 8-1 (base case) ASME Modified per EMC2 --0 EMC2 NoRepair-WithSS (Left-Right) - Poly. (Type 8-3 (no SS Weld))
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Figure 7-8
WRS Fit for Type 8 Surge Nozzle Excluding Effect of Stainless Steel Weld (Applied in Case
17b) Compared to DEI and EMC 2 WRS FEA Results Including Effect of Stainless Steel Weld

-fTypeg9-1 iCE surge) - Py (Type 9-1 (CE surge))
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Figure 7-9
WRS Fit for Type 9 Surge Nozzle Excluding Effect of Stainless Steel Weld with a, set
to -15.2 ksi (with normal operating temperature applied)
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Figure 7-10
MRP-1 15 Deterministic Crack Growth Rate Equation for Alloy 82 and 182 (best-fit K-
exponent of 1.6) and Newly Developed Curves for Alloy 182 with 5'h and 95'h Percentile K-
Exponents (n = 1.0 and 2.2, respectively)
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Weld Factor Fit Used to Develop Power-Law Constant for Best-Fit K-Exponent (1.59)
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Sensitivity Case Matrix
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Figure 7-17
Example Crack Meshes for a Variety of Sensitivity Cases and Crack Types
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Key Load Margin Factor Results for Geometry and Load Base Cases Including ID Repair
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Key Time and Leak Rate Results for Other Main Cases
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Key Load Margin Factor Results for Other Main Cases
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Figure 7-22
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 6c
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Figure 7-23
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 12c
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Figure 7-24
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 17b
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Figure 7-25
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 23b
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Figure 7-26
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 25a
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Figure 7-27
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 27b
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Figure 7-28
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 28b
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Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 29b
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Figure 7-30
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 35c
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Figure 7-31
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 36c
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Figure 7-32
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 42c
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Figure 7-33
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 43c
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Figure 7-34
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 44c
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Figure 7-35
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 46b
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Figure 7-36
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case 47b
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Figure 7-37
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 48b
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Figure 7-38
Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time--Case 53b
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Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case Sib
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Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case S2b
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Leak Rate and Load Margin Factor as a Function of Time-Case S9b
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8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the findings of this study, including main conclusions, are as follows:

" ELIMINATION OF OVERLY CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTION OF SEMI-ELLIPTICAL CRACK SHAPE.

A calculation methodology has been developed through extensions to the FEACrack
software to model the shape progression of a circumferential PWSCC flaw based on the
stress intensity factor calculated at each point on the crack front. This refinement in crack
growth modeling eliminates the need to assume that the crack shape remains a semi-ellipse
grown on the basis of the stress intensity factor at the deepest and surface points. This study
demonstrates that this classical assumption of a semi-elliptical crack shape results in a large
overestimation of the crack area and thus underestimation of the crack stability at the point in
time at. which the crack penetrates to the outside surface.

" COLLECTION OF PLANT-SPECIFIC INPUTS. Extensive weld-specific design and fabrication
inputs were collected for the group of 51 subject dissimilar metal welds. Detailed geometry
and piping load inputs were collected for each subject weld to ensure that all welds are
appropriately addressed by the crack growth sensitivity matrix developed as part of this
study. Weld-specific fabrication and weld repair data were also collected as a key input to
the welding residual stress simulations addressing the subject population. The frequency of
ID weld repairs in the subject population was found to be significantly less than that for the
Wolf Creek pressurizer nozzle dissimilar metal welds.

* WELDING RESIDUAL STRESS SIMULATIONS. A matrix of welding residual stress (WRS)
simulations were performed on the basis of the detailed design, fabrication, and weld repair
information collected. Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric weld repair WRS profiles were
developed for input to the crack growth simulations under various assumptions in recognition
of the uncertainty in calculation of WRS values. In addition, the WRS methodology applied
in this report was benchmarked versus stress measurements and the simulations of other
organizations for a piping butt weld mockup.

" CRITICAL CRACK SIZE METHODOLOGY. A critical crack size methodology was developed
specific to the subject nozzle-to-safe-end geometry and materials. This methodology, which
was implemented as a post-processing calculation to the crack profiles simulated in the crack
growth calculations, is based on the net section collapse (NSC) equations for an arbitrary
circumferential crack profile in a thin-walled pipe. Although new calculations and past
experimental experience indicate that secondary piping thermal constraint loads will
significantly or completely relax prior to rupture, normal thermal piping loads were included
in the crack stability calculations. In addition, a Z-factor approach reducing the NSC failure
load was implemented in consideration of the possibility of an EPFM failure mechanism.
Available experimental failure data for complex cracks in materials similar to Alloy 82/182
show that the implemented critical crack size methodology likely results in conservative
predictions of rupture.
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* LEAK RATE METHODOLOGY. EPRI's PICEP software was applied to calculate the leak rate
development for the simulated through-wall and complex crack profiles. The crack opening
area at the weld OD calculated in the crack growth finite-element simulations was applied
directly in these PICEP leak rate calculations. NRC's SQUIRT software was also applied in
scoping leak rate calculations, and was found to predict slightly higher leak rates (that would
be identified sooner) than PICEP.

* DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATION CRITERIA. Based on the detailed input of the EPRI expert
panel, a set of criteria were developed to evaluate the results of the crack growth, crack
stability, and leak rate calculations for each sensitivity case investigated. These criteria
provide guidance for applying the matrix results, and were developed in consideration of the
many modeling uncertainties addressed in the detailed calculations performed. The
evaluation criteria provide safety margins based on explicit consideration of leak rate
detection sensitivity, plant response time, and uncertainty in the crack stability calculations.

* CRACK-GROWTH SENSITIVITY MATRIX DEVELOPMENT. An extensive sensitivity matrix of
119 cases was developed to robustly address the weld-specific geometry and load input
parameters for the set of 51 subject welds, plus key modeling uncertainties such as those
associated with WRS, initial crack shape and depth, the K-dependence of the crack growth
rate equation, and the effect of multiple flaws. The later cases in the sensitivity matrix were
defined to further investigate cases showing limiting results.

* CRACK GROWTH SENSITIVITY MATRIX RESULTS. All 109 cases in the main sensitivity matrix
showed either stable crack arrest (60 cases) or crack leakage and crack stability results
satisfying the evaluation criteria (49 cases). In most cases, the results showed large
evaluation margins in leakage time and in crack stability. The margins in the matrix results
demonstrate that even cases representing an unlikely combination of detrimental factors are
likely to result in sufficient time for leak detection prior to rupture. The complementary
probabilistic evaluations presented in Appendix E further support the adequacy of the
deterministic sensitivity cases investigated.

Ten supplemental cases were added to further investigate the potential effect of multiple
flaws in the subject surge nozzles. Conservative application of the three indications found in
the Wolf Creek surge nozzle weld for surge nozzles with a fill-in weld and relatively high
moment load gives results meeting the evaluation criteria with additional margin. In
addition, considering a case with two long initial partial-arc flaws covering 46% of the ID
circumference as opposed to a single initial flaw covering half this circumferential extent
(and centered at the location of maximum axial bending stress) has only a modest effect on
crack stability for these limiting surge nozzles. On this basis, it is concluded that the concern
for multiple flaws in the limiting surge nozzles is adequately addressed by those
supplemental cases that satisfy the evaluation criteria with additional margin.

In summary, all 51 subject welds are adequately covered by crack growth sensitivity cases
that satisfy the evaluation criteria presented in Section 7.2.

* TENDENCY OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL SURFACE CRACKS TO SHOW ARREST. An additional key
finding concerns the significant number of crack growth sensitivity cases that showed stable
crack arrest prior to through-wall penetration. This type of behavior is consistent with the
relatively narrow band of relative depths reported for the four largest Wolf Creek indications
(23%, 25%, 26%, and 31% through-wall). It is statistically unlikely thatthese four
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indications would be found in this narrow depth band if they were in fact growing rapidly in
the depth direction at the time they were detected. The basic reason that circumferential
cracks may tend to arrest prior to through-wall penetration is that to the extent the through-
wall welding residual stress profile is axisymmetric, it must be self-balanced at a particular
circumferential position, meaning that a significant portion of the wall thickness must have
compressive axial welding residual stresses.

LARGE BENEFIT GIVEN RELAXATION OF SECONDARY LOADS UPON THROUGH-WALL

PENETRATION. Two sensitivity cases showed a greatly increased time between a leak rate of
1.0 gpm and the load margin factor of 1.2 being reached when it is assumed that the piping
thermal constraint loads are relieved upon through-wall penetration. These cases confirm the
expectation of a large benefit if the piping thermal constraint loads are significantly relaxed
once the crack grows through-wall. Detailed evaluations tend to support this kind of
behavior, but such relaxation was conservatively not credited in the base assumptions of the
critical crack size methodology developed for this study. Rather, 100% of the normal
operating thermal piping loads (excluding surge line thermal stratification effects) were
included in the critical crack size calculations.

In summary, this study demonstrates the viability of leak detection to preclude the potential for
rupture for the pressurizer nozzle dissimilar metal (DM) welds in the group of subject PWRs.
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APPENDIX A: DISSIMILAR METAL BUTT WELD
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Appendix A was prepared by
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Monroeville, PA 15146

Principal Investigator
C. Martin

A.1 General Pressurizer Nozzle Fabrication Processes

This section outlines the general fabrication processes used in production of the dissimilar metal
(DM) butt welds of the Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse designed pressurizer surge,
spray, safety, and relief nozzles. This section only applies to the subject plants and was created
by reviewing design and fabrication information.. For the subject plants either a machining or
back-welding process was used to ensure solid weld metal throughout the DM weld region.
Table A- 1 outlines the applicable fabrication process for the subject DM weld locations.

The following provides a brief overview of the three "DM welding processes" noted inTable
A-1. A more detailed discussion of these processes is then provided in Section A.2. The
fabrication overview will focus on the surge nozzle, but many details of the fabrication process
apply equally to the safety/relief nozzles and to the spray nozzles.

1. MACHINED DM WELD LAND WITH ROLLED THERMAL SLEEVE (Figure A-1). Following
initial DM weldout, the nozzle DM weld preparation (i.e. weld land) and the inside
diameter (ID) of the safe-end were machined to final dimensions. During the machining
process the DM weld lands and DM root pass weld were removed to ensured solid weld
metal in the DM weld region. The thermal sleeve for the surge and spray nozzles were
installed using a rolling process only (no welding).
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Table A-1
Pressurizer Nozzle Fabrication

Plant Buttering Weld Land

Identifier Nozzle DM Welding Process Thickness (inch)*

Surge 0.06
A Spray Back-Weld 0.06

Safety/Relief 0.06
Surge 0.06

B Spray Back-Weld 0.06
Safety/Relief 0.06

Surge 0.06
C Spray Back-Weld 0.06

Safety/Relief 0.06

Surge Machined 0.09
D Spray (Rolled Thermal Sleeve) 0.09

Safety/Relief 0.09

Surge Machined0.10
E Spray (Welded Thermal Sleeve) 0.10

Safety/Relief 0.10
Surge N/A

F Spray Back-Weld 0.06

Safety/Relief 0.06
Surge 0.06

G Spray Back-Weld 0.06
Safety/Relief 0.06

Surge Machined 0.10
H Spray (Welded Thermal Sleeve) 0.10

Safety/Relief 0.10
Surge Machined 0.09
Spray (Rolled Thermal Sleeve) 0.09

Safety/Relief 0.09

Surge 0.06
J Spray Back-Weld 0.06

Safety/Relief 0.06

* See Figure A-5 for typical weld land configuration.
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Weld Buttering

DM Weld

/
Thermal Sleeve Surge Nozzle

Safe- End
7-

I

Figure A-1
Surge Nozzle - Machined DM Weld with Rolled Thermal Sleeve

2. BACK-WELD DM WELD LAND WITH WELDED THERMAL SLEEVE (Figure A-2). Following
initial DM weldout, the ID DM weld preparation (i.e. weld land) was removed using a
grinding process (nozzle ID, 360 degrees circumference). To ensure that the excavation
reached the proper depth a dye penetrant examination was used to ensure the weld lands of
the nozzle buttering and the safe-end were removed to sound metal. The resultant
excavation was then back-welded using Alloy 182, which ensured solid weld metal
throughout the DM weld region. Upon completion of the back-welding process an ID weld
buildup (thermal sleeve fill-in weld) was applied, at the DM weld, in preparation for the
installation of the thermal sleeve. Before the thermal sleeve was installed the weld buildup
was machined and PT examined. Following a rolling process an Alloy 82/182 weld, for 45
degrees of the circumference, is used to attach the thermal sleeve to the safe end.
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Weld Buttering
DM Weld Back- Weld//

Surge Nozzle
Thermal Sleeve

Thermal Sleeve
Fill-In Weld

Thermal Sleeve
Attachment Weld

Safe- End

Figure A-2
Surge Nozzle - Back-Grooved DM Weld with Welded Thermal Sleeve

3. MACHINED DM WELD LAND WITH WELDED THERMAL SLEEVE (Figure A-3). Following
initial DM weldout, the nozzle DM weld preparation (i.e. weld land) and the inside
diameter (ID) of the safe-end were machined to final dimensions. During the machining
process the DM weld lands were removed, which ensured solid weld metal within the DM
weld region. During the machining process the ID of the nozzle is prepared for the
installation of the thermal sleeve. Following a rolling process an Alloy 82/182 weld, for 45
degrees of the circumference, is used to attach the thermal sleeve to the safe-end.
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Weld Buttering

DM Weld

I

Thermal Sleeve

Thermal Sle ve
Attachment Weld

Figure A-3
Surge Nozzle - Machined DM Weld with Welded Thermal Sleeve
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A.2 Surge Nozzle Fabrication

The following provides a step-by-step review of the fabrication processes for a surge nozzle.

A.2.1 Machined DM Weld Land with Rolled Thermal Sleeve

This pressurizer nozzle fabrication process used an Alloy 82/182 weld to attach the safe-end to
the nozzle. The DM weld lands and the root pass weld were removed using a machining process
to ensure solid weld metal throughout the welded region. No attachment welding was used to
install the thermal sleeve, instead a rolling process is used. This fabrication process applies to
Plants D and I.

1. Nozzle Buttering and Cladding

a. Alloy 82/182 weld buildup (buttering) was applied to the low alloy steel nozzle
using multiple weld layers.

b. The inside diameter of the nozzle bore was clad with weld-deposited stainless

steel.

c. The nozzle buttering was machined to prepare for the safe-end to nozzle single U-

groove weld. Before PWHT the weld buttering underwent dye penetrant and
radiography examination.

d. The pressurizer head assembly, including nozzle and buttering, underwent a post
weld heat treatment (PWHT) process. Following PWHT the weld buttering

underwent radiography examination.

2. Safe-End to Nozzle Weld

a. The safe-end was fit up to the nozzle, with the lands of the machined weld
preparations for both the nozzle and safe end butted together. Note that at this

point in the process, the ID of the nozzle to safe end region is smaller than the
design requires, so the ID can be cleaned up later by machining.

b. Layered Alloy 82/182 weld passes were applied from inside diameter to outside
diameter to complete DM weld. Radiography examination was then completed.
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3. Machining

a. The nozzle buttering and safe-end weld lands and the root pass weld from the ID
of the nozzle were removed using a machining process. During this machining
process the inside diameter of the safe-end was machined to meet design
requirements.

4. Thermal Sleeve

a. Thermal sleeve was rolled into place.

Butter and Clad DM Weld

Welding :2 Machining

Figure A-4
Surge Nozzle - DM Weld with Rolled Thermal Sleeve
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A.2.2 Back-Weld DM Weld Land with Welded Thermal Sleeve

This fabrication process used an Alloy 82/182 weld to attach the safe-end to the nozzle. The DM
weld lands and a portion of the root pass weld were removed using a back-welding process (Step
3) to ensure solid weld metal throughout the welded region. This fabrication process applies to
Plants A, B, C, F, G, and J

I. Nozzle Buttering and Cladding (Figure A-5)

a. Alloy 82/182 weld buildup (buttering) was applied to the low alloy steel nozzle
using multiple weld layers.

b. The inside diameter of the nozzle bore was clad with weld-deposited stainless

steel.

c. An Alloy 82/182 "tie-in" weld was used to connect the buttering and cladding.

d. The nozzle buttering was machined to prepare for the safe-end to nozzle single U-

groove weld (Table A-2). Before PWHT the weld buttering underwent dye
penetrant and radiography examination.

e. The pressurizer head assembly, including nozzle and buttering, underwent a post
weld heat treatment process. Following PWHT the weld buttering underwent

radiography examination.

b. Stainless Steel
Cladding

a. Alloy 82/182 Weld Buttering

jk" (Design)

c. Cladding to Buttering
Tie-In Weld Alloy 82/182,

Table A-2
Clad and Buttering Design

Dimensions

Plant Identifier (inch)'

A 0.06
B 0.06
C 0.06
D ----

E ----

F 2  0.06
G 0.06
H ----
I

J 0.06

- Values also apply to the safety, relief,
and spray nozzles.

'- Surge nozzle DM weld mitigated.

Figure A-5
Clad and Buttering
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2. Safe-End to Nozzle Weld (Figure A-6)

a. The safe-end was fit up to the nozzle.

b. Layered Alloy 82/182 weld passes were applied from inside diameter to outside
diameter. The DM weld then underwent radiography examination.

g. Safe-End to Surge Nozzle~Weld - Alloy 82/182.

Figure A-6
Safe-End to Nozzle Weld

3. Back-Weld (Figure A-7)

a. The inside diameter of the safe-end to nozzle DM weld, at the DM weld lands,
was then removed using a grinding process. Intermediate dye penetrant (PT)
exams were used to ensure the weld lands of the nozzle buttering and safe-end

were removed to sound metal (-0.06-0.10 inch).

b. After PT examination the excavation was filled using an Alloy 82/182 weld. PT
examination was then completed on the ID of the DM weld.

h. Back-groove - grinding process
82/182 weld

Figure A-7
Back-Weld Process

4. Thermal Sleeve Welds (Figures A-8 and A-9)

a. An Alloy 82/182 weld buildup (fill-in weld) was then applied on the ID (360

degree circumference) using layering weld beads. The welded surface was then
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machined to prepare for the installation of the thermal sleeve (Figure A-8,

Table A-3). The weld buildup underwent PT exam prior to installation of the

thermal sleeve.

b. The thermal sleeve is positioned on the thermal-sleeve fill-in weld and then rolled

into place (Figure A-9). Following the rolling process an Alloy 82/182 weld, for

45 degrees of the circumference, is used to attach it to the safe end. Finally, the

thermal sleeve attachment weld underwent PT exam.

Surge ozzle Safe
S fEnd

Table A-3
Thermal Sleeve Fill-In

Weld Approximate
Dimensions

Plant "B" "..C"

Identifier Approx. Approx.
(inch) (inch)

A 2.1 0.3
B 2.1 0.3
C 2.1 0.3
D N/A (no weld buildup)
E N/A (machined fit)
F N/A (mitigated)
G 2.1 1 0.3

H N/A (machined fit)
I N/A (no weld buildup)
J 2.1 1 0.3

j. Thermal Sleeve Fill-In Weld
Alloy 82/182

Figure A-8
Thermal Sleeve Fill-In Weld
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I

k. Thermal Sleeve Attachment

Weld - Alloy 82/182

Figure A-9
Thermal Sleeve Attachment Weld

A.2.3 Machined DM Weld Land with Welded Thermal Sleeve

This fabrication process used an Alloy 82/182 weld to attach the safe-end to the nozzle. The DM
weld lands and the DM root pass weld were removed using a machining process to ensure solid
weld metal throughout the welded region. An attachment weld was used to install the thermal
sleeve. This fabrication process applies to Plants E and H.

1. Nozzle Buttering and Cladding (Figure A-10)

a. Alloy 82/182 weld buildup was applied to the low alloy steel nozzle using
multiple weld layers.

b. The inside diameter of the nozzle bore was clad with weld-deposited stainless
steel.

c. The nozzle buttering was machined to prepare for the safe-end to nozzle single U-
groove weld.

d. The pressurizer head assembly, including nozzle and buttering, underwent a post
weld heat treatment process. Following PWHT the weld buttering underwent

radiography examination.
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a. Alloy 82/182 Weld Buttering

c. Cladding to Buttering
Tie-In Weld Alloy 82/182

b. Stainless Steel Cladding

Figure A-10
Clad and Buttering

2. Safe-End to Nozzle Weld (Figure A-11)

a. The safe-end was fit up to the nozzle, with the lands of the machined weld

preparations for both the nozzle and safe end butted together. Note that at this

point in the process, the ID of the nozzle to safe end region is smaller than the
design requires, so the ID can be cleaned up later by machining.

b. Layered Alloy 82/182 weld passes were applied from inside diameter to outside

diameter to complete DM weld. Radiography examination was then completed.

f. Safe-End to Surge Nozzle Weld - Alloy 82/182.

L SafeEnd •Surge Nozzle

Figure A-11

Safe-End to Nozzle DM Weld

3. Machining (Figure A- 12)

a. The nozzle buttering and safe-end weld lands and root pass on the ID, were then
machined. During this machining process the inside diameter of the nozzle was

prepared for the installation of the thermal sleeve.
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Safe-En:d W LSurge Nozzle]

Figure A-12
Post DM Weld Machining

4. Thermal Sleeve Weld (Figure A-13)

a. The thermal sleeve is positioned and rolled into place. Following the rolling
process an Alloy 82/182 weld, for 45 degrees of the circumference, is used to

attach it to the safe end. Finally, the thermal sleeve attachment weld underwent
PT exam.

Safe-End Surge Nozzle

h. Thermal Sleeve Attachment

Weld - Alloy 82/182

7• Thermal Sleeve

Figure A-13
Thermal Sleeve Attachment Weld

A.3 Spray Nozzle Fabrication

The fabrication processes identified in Table A- 1 apply to the spray nozzles. The details of these
fabrication processes for the spray nozzles are similar to those provided in Section A. 1 and A.2
for the surge nozzles; the "Back-Weld" process is best represented by Figure A-6 and Figure A-7
and the "Machined" process is best represented by Figure A- 11 and Figure A-12.

The major difference in fabrication, besides nozzle bore diameter, is that a liner may be used in
the place of cladding. Table A-4 provides additional information pertaining to spray nozzle
fabrication.

0 Plants D, F, and I spray nozzle bore is clad.
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* Plants A, B, C, E, G, H, and J spray nozzle bores had liners inserted. Liners were installed
by first positioning it into the nozzle bore and then rolling the entire axial length tightly
against the ID of the nozzle bore. Then the liner was welded in place using Alloy 82/182 on
the safe end and stainless steel to the cladding. The final welds underwent PT examination.

A.4 Safety/Relief Nozzle Fabrication

For the subject plants, the safety and relief nozzles at a given plant were fabricated identically.
The fabrication processes identified in Table A-1 apply to the safety and relief nozzles. The
details of these fabrication processes for the safety and relief nozzles are similar to those
provided in Section A. 1 and A.2 for the surge nozzles; the "Back-Weld" process is best
represented by Figure A-6 and Figure A-7 and the "Machined" process is best represented by
Figure A-1I and Figure A-12.

The major difference in fabrication among the safety and relief nozzles at the different plants,
besides nozzle bore diameter, is that a liner may be used in the place of cladding; these locations
do not have a thermal sleeve. Table A-4 provides additional information pertaining to
safety/relief nozzle fabrication. The nozzle liners were installed similar to that of the spray
nozzle.

Table A-4
Nozzle Detail

Plant Safety/Relief Nozzle
Identifier Surge Spray

Nozzle A B C Relief Nozzle

A C,T C C C C L,T

B C,T C C C C L,T

C C,T L L L L L,T

D C,T C C C C CT

E C,T C C C C L,T

F N/A C C C C C, T

G C,T L L L L L,T

H C,T C C C C L,T

I C, T C C N/A C C, T

J C,T C C C C L,T

C = Stainless Steel Cladding L = Liner T = Thermal Sleeve
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A.5 Design Sketches

Figures A-14 through A-38 are sketches of the nozzle designs covering each of the 51 subject
welds. Figures A-14 through A-22 cover the 35 safety/relief nozzles, Figures A-23 through A-30
cover the 8 spray nozzles, and Figures A-31 through A-38 cover the 8 surge nozzles.

The figures provided in this appendix are not the final production manufacturing drawings.
Manufacturing details were revealed later in the course of this project, and drawings showing the
final manufactured state for each plant's nozzles are not as readily available as the design
drawings. In some cases, the manufacturing process used for a given plant (per Table A-i)
differs from the one suggested by the design drawing. For example, comparing Figure A-14
(safety/relief Plant A) to Figure A- 18 (safety/relief Plant E), it would be concluded the plants A
and E share the same manufacturing process. However, as noted in Table A-i, plants A and E
do not share the same process.

The plants affected by this difference between design and manufacturing are plants E and H.
The design drawings for these plants are consistent with a "Back-Weld" process, but they were
manufactured using a "Machined" process. The figures for these plants are still relevant,
however. The "Machined" process did not change the final outline dimensions of the safe end,
weld, or nozzle relative to the design drawings. Therefore, for example, the thickness of the
weld for these plants are the same as indicated in the design drawings. In order to avoid
confusion, a note is provided on the figures for plants E and H, referring to this section for
additional information.
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Figure A-14
Plant A Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Figure A-15
Plant B Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Figure A-16
Plant C Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Figure A-17
Plant D Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Note: The manufacturing process suggested by
this drawing differs from the actual
manufacturing process. The outline dimensions
provided in this figure are not affected by the
difference. See Section A.5 for additional details.
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Figure A-18
Plant E Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Figure A-19
Plant F Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Plant G Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Note: The manufacturing process suggested by
this drawing differs from the actual
manufacturing process. The outline dimensions
provided in this figure are not affected by the
difference. See Section A.5 for additional details.
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Plant H Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Figure A-22
Plant I Safety and Relief Nozzle Sketch
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Plant A Spray Nozzle Sketch
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Plant B Spray Nozzle Sketch
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Plant C Spray Nozzle Sketch
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Plant D Spray Nozzle Sketch
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Note: The manufacturing process suggested by
this drawing differs from the actual
manufacturing process. The outline dimensions
provided in this figure are not affected by the
difference. See Section A.5 for additional details.
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Plant E Spray Nozzle Sketch
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Plant G Spray Nozzle Sketch
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Plant I Spray Nozzle Sketch
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Plant A Surge Nozzle Sketch
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Plant B Surge Nozzle Sketch
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Plant C Surge Nozzle Sketch
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Plant D Surge Nozzle Sketch
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Note: The manufacturing process suggested by
this drawing differs from the actual
manufacturing process. The outline dimensions
provided in this figure are not affected by the
difference. See Section A.5 for additional details.
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Plant E Surge Nozzle Sketch
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Note: The manufacturing process suggested by
this drawing differs from the actual
manufacturing process. The outline dimensions
provided in this figure are not affected by the
difference. See Section A.5 for additional details.
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Figure A-38
Plant I Surge Nozzle Sketch
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B.1 Introduction

In support of the critical flaw size analyses being performed in the main body of this report,
analyses were performed to evaluate the effects of secondary (displacement controlled) loads on
critical flaw size. The evaluation included a review of test data from the NRC-sponsored
Degraded Piping Program [B-1i,B-2]. Detailed test data from selected full scale pipe tests of
relevant materials, pipe sizes and flaw types were reviewed to determine the amount of crack
plane rotation that was tolerated in the tests prior to failure.

Piping models were also developed for the surge lines of two representative plants in the
advanced FEA study (Plants C and I, Westinghouse and CE plant designs, respectively). The
piping models were run under secondary operational loading conditions, including anchor
movements, thermal expansion and worst case thermal stratification loads for these surge lines.
The surge nozzle secondary stresses from these runs were observed to be at the high end of
stresses for all nozzles in the study. Then, the models were re-run, after releasing all rotational
degrees of freedom at the nodes representing the surge nozzles in the models. The resulting
rotations at those nodes were determined, and compared to the rotational tolerance of flawed
piping determined from the pipe test data. This comparison evaluates the maximum capacity of
the secondary loads to produce rotation at a cracked surge nozzle, relative to the rotational
tolerance of a nozzle weld containing a large complex crack.

Also, since the pipe tests did not include any tests of the nozzle weldment material (Alloy- 182), a
comparison of material toughness properties (J-R curves) of the pipe test materials to Alloy-182
was also performed.
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B.2 Full Scale Pipe Fracture Experiments

B.2.1 Test Data

Approximately 60 full scale pipe tests were conducted in the NRC-sponsored Degraded Piping
Program [B-1,B-2] of pipes containing three types of circumferential defects: through-wall
cracks, surface cracks, and complex cracks (see Figure B-1). Pipe sizes ranged from 4" to 42"
and loadings included 4-point bending, combined bending + internal pressure and pure axial
load. The majority of pipes tested were in the 6" to 16" range which is directly relevant to the
current evaluation.

Selected test data from the Degraded Piping Program [B-1,B-2] are presented in Figures B-2 and
B-3. Figure B-2 presents plots of crack plane rotation versus applied stress in the pipe for a
series of 6-inch diameter stainless steel pipe tests containing the various crack types illustrated in
Figure B-i (complex cracks of two different sizes, thru-wall and surface cracks). Crack sizes are
indicated in the plot legend in terms of lost cross sectional area caused by the crack (CF%).
Figure B-3 shows similar plots, comparing crack plane rotation versus applied stress plots for
tests with complex cracks only. This plot contains data from two different pipe sizes (6-inch and
16-inch), as well as two different complex flaw sizes (CFs = -57% and 77%). Once again, all
tests were austenitic stainless steel pipe.

In some of the tests reported in Figures B-2 and B-3, an inclinometer was used in the test to
measure crack plane opening angle directly. In others, inclinometer data were not available, so
the crack plane opening angle was computed from measured crack mouth opening displacement
using the following formula:

COA = ArcTan (CMOD/pipe Diameter)

where,

COA = Crack Plane Opening Angle (degrees)
CMOD = Measured crack mouth opening displacement (at maximum

opening location on crack)

This method of estimating crack opening angle was checked against inclinometer measurements
for the pipe tests in which both types of measurements were available, and found to be
reasonable, but on the low or conservative side (Table B-I, last column).

B.2.2 Permissible Rotations

Review of the plots in Figures B-2 and B-3 illustrate that in all cases, the pipe tests were able to
sustain significant rotations, on the order of 2' or greater, prior to maximum load. Beyond that
point, the load decreased, with additional rotation tolerated, until ultimate fracture of the pipe at
rotations of 7' or greater. (The curve for test 4114-3 in Figure B-3 appears to end at a smaller
rotation, -3.5', but this corresponded to failure of the displacement gage, not the end of the test.)
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A summary of the various tests and the corresponding crack plane rotations at maximum load is
given in Table B-1.

It is seen from this table that the only exception to the observation of rotations on the order of
-2' or greater, prior to maximum load, is the surface crack test, 4131-6, which had rotation of
1.670 at maximum load. This is not unexpected, as the surface crack geometry is not expected to
be as compliant as the other crack geometries, and even this amount of rotation tolerance is not
insignificant. Another observation regarding the surface crack test is that maximum load did not
correspond to failure of the pipe, but rather to break-through of the surface crack to a through-
wall crack, which, as illustrated by the plot for this test in Figure B-2, is still able to support
significant loading and additional rotation as the test progressed beyond that point.

On the basis of these test results, it is concluded that all but the surface crack geometry can
sustain crack plane rotations on the order of 2' or greater prior to failure of the pipe, considering
relatively large flaws (CFs between 36% and 77%) and pipe sizes that are relevant to the current
evaluation of pressurizer nozzles (6"and 16" nominal pipe diameters). For the surface flaw
geometry, the rotational tolerance is slightly smaller, on the order of 1.67'. These observed
crack plane rotations are conservatively assumed to be the permissible rotation for cracks of
these sizes and configurations in austenitic piping materials. On the basis of the complete curves
in Figures B-2 and B-3, crack plane rotations much greater than these values are expected to be
tolerated, beyond maximum load, but prior to fracture. However, a more advanced analysis,
considering relative compliance of the crack plane versus that of the piping system would be
required to take advantage of this additional flaw tolerance, which is beyond the scope of the
current study.

B.2.3 Material Toughness

Pipe materials used in the Degraded Piping Program full scale pipe tests included 304 stainless
steel, A-600 and Carbon Steel base metals, but no weldments of direct relevance to the A-182
and A-82 dissimilar metal welds (DMWs) of interest in the current evaluation. Therefore the
results of the base material pipe tests must be interpreted relative to pressurizer nozzle DMWs on
the basis of relative material properties. Fortunately, the piping materials used in the tests were
extensively characterized in terms of tensile properties and fracture toughness (J-R curves). Data
also exists on the J-R properties of a large A- 182 weldment and an A-82 weldment, which can be
used for comparison to the test materials.

Figure B-4 presents a compilation of EPFM toughness data (J-R curves) from a number of
sources [B-I through B-5]. The pink dashed curves represent compact tension specimen J-R
curves for a large A-182 weldment [B-3], and the sea green dashed curve is for an A-82
weldment [B-4]. These curves represent the weldment materials of interest in pressurizer
DMWs. The solid curves are for austenitic base materials (stainless steel + A-600), including the
specific materials used for the complex crack pipe tests (blue, red and orange curves). It is seen
from these data that, except for the orange A-600 curve, the base materials are not significantly
different than the A-82/182 weldments. In fact one of the complex crack pipe test materials
(304SS A24C) falls right on top of the A-182 data for crack extension up to -0.1" and the A-82
curve is much higher. Based on this toughness comparison, it is not expected that A-182 would
behave significantly different than the base metals used in full scale pipe tests.
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Also shown for comparison are J-R curves for two materials that would be considered "low
toughness", a stainless steel submerged arc weld (SAW) and a carbon steel material from the
pipe test program, indicated by the heavy brown and black curves in the figure. Note that these
material J-R curves lie significantly below the previously discussed curves for austenitic base
metal and A-82/182 weldments. These are indicative of how low the toughness of the A-82/182
weldments would have to be before one would be concerned about significantly reduced
toughness in these weldments.

On the basis of these materials toughness comparisons, it is reasonably concluded that the
rotational tolerances observed in the stainless steel pipe tests (Figures B-2 and B-3) are
representative of what would be observed if similar tests were conducted with A-82/182 DMWs.

B.3 Surge Line Piping Analyses

8.3.1 Piping Models

To evaluate the potential pipe rotations that can result from the maximum secondary loads at
typical surge nozzles, piping analytical models were created. Two models were developed: one
for a CE plant and one for a Westinghouse plant. The details of the piping geometry,.including
routing, pipe support types and locations, fitting details, and operating conditions, were included.
The geometry of the surge line is very similar between plants of a particular NSSS vendor,
therefore these models are considered to be typical and representative.

The approach taken was to apply typical enveloping secondary loads to the piping, and
determine the resulting stresses and moments at the pressurizer surge nozzle. Then, the
rotational degrees of freedom at the nozzle were released, and the magnitude of rotation
produced by these loads was determined.

The piping analysis was done using the program PIPESTRESS [B-6]. PIPESTRESS is a fully
verified computer code that implements the requirements of the ASME Section III piping design
Code.

Figures B-5 and B-6 show the piping models.

8.3.2 Loading Cases

The secondary loadings that are applied to the surge line are three types:

* Thermal expansion

* Anchor movements

* Thermal stratification

For the CE plant, thermal expansion was based on a maximum pipe temperature of 653'F,
corresponding to the pressurizer steam space temperature, which is conservative. Thermal
anchor movements were applied at the hot leg and at the pressurizer nozzle. These were
obtained from the Design Specification. For thermal stratification, a maximum top to bottom
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temperature gradient of 320'F was applied. This gradient was used in the CEOG generic
stratification report.

For the Westinghouse plant, a similar approach was taken, except that thermal expansion was
based on a temperature of 608'F, corresponding to the hot leg temperature, as is typical of
Westinghouse analyses. The stratification gradient was 270'F, which is the maximum gradient
in the Design Specification of the plant being analyzed.

B.3.3 Analysis Results

Table B-2 summarizes the results of the two analyses. The maximum secondary stress on the CE
plant surge nozzle is 19.5 ksi, and in the Westinghouse plant is 24.9 ksi. When the rotational
degrees of freedom are released at the nozzle, the rotation produced by the secondary loads is
1.81 degrees for the CE plant model, and 1.77 degrees for the Westinghouse plant model.

Thus, it is concluded that the rotation that would be produced by the maximum secondary
loading on typical CE and Westinghouse surge lines does not exceed 2 degrees.

B.4 Conclusions

This evaluation was performed to determine the potential effects of secondary (displacement-
controlled) stresses in surge line piping of plants in the advanced FEA project.

Full scale pipe test data from the Degraded Piping Program show that pipes containing large
complex cracks can sustain greater than -2' rotation at the crack plane prior to maximum loads
being achieved in the tests. The permissible rotational tolerance would be even greater if
additional rotation, beyond maximum load in the tests but prior to fracture, were credited.

-The maximum rotation at the surge nozzle that could be produced by worst case secondary loads
(anchor movement + thermal expansion + stratification) was demonstrated to be less than 20 for
two representative surge lines in the advanced FEA project (one Westinghouse and one CE plant
design). This was determined based on piping models of the two surge lines that included the
applicable supports and system geometries.

Therefore, the secondary loads would be completely relieved prior to fracture of the nozzles, and
critical flaw size calculations need only consider primary, load-controlled stresses.
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Table B-1
Summary of Crack Plane Rotations at Maximum Load in Pipe Tests

Test Nominal Pipe Crack CF% Crack Face Rotation at Max.

Diam. (in.) Type Load (0)

from CMOD Inclinometer

4113-1 6 Complex 56.6% 3.13

4113-2 6 Complex 76.7% 1.97

4131-5 6 Thru-Wall 38.9% 9.26

4131-6 6 Surface 36.9% 1.67

4114-3 16 Complex 58.5% 2.32 3.54

4114-4 16 Complex 58.5% 2.54 2.95

Table B-2
Piping Analysis Results

Summary of Results - Pressurizer Surge Nozzle Moment vs. Rotation I
Fixed-Fixed Bending Moments Fixed-Pinned Rotations (Deg.) Notes

Mx, ft-kip My Mz Stress, ksi Rx, deg. Ry Rz SRSS
CE Plant 176.303 43.701 5.771 19.485 1.38 0.66 0.97 1.81 1, 2, 3
Westinghouse Plant 138.881 103.841 3.809 24.854 1.13 1.08 0.84 1.77 1, 2, 4

Notes:
1. My is torsion direction.
2. Loads include thermal expnasion, anchor movement, and stratification
3. Stratification delta T is 320 F.
4. Stratification delta T is 270 F.
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(a) Simple Through-Wall
Crack

(b) Internal Surface
Crack

(c) Complex Crack

Figure B-1
Illustration of Circumferential Flaw Types Tested
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Figure B-2
Plots of Crack Plane Rotation versus Applied Stress in Pipe Tests for Various Flaw Types
- All Tests Austenitic Stainless Steel and 6-inch Nominal Pipe Size
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Figure B-3
Plots of Crack Plane Rotation versus Applied Stress in Pipe Tests for Various Pipe Sizes -
All Tests Austenitic Stainless Steel and Complex Crack Geometry
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Comparison of J-R Curves for AllOy-182 to Various Pipe Test Materials. Two "Low
Toughness" Materials also Plotted for Comparison
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APPENDIX C: SECONDARY STRESS STUDY-PIPE
BENDING WITH A THROUGH-THICKNESS CRACK

Appendix C was prepared by

Quest Reliability, LLC
2465 Central Avenue
Suite 110
Boulder, CO 80301

Principal Investigators
T. Anderson
G. Thorwald
E. Scheibler

C.1 Introduction

Finite element analysis (FEA) of a pipe with a through-thickness crack was used to determine the
effect on bending moment and crack driving force due to an imposed end rotation. The imposed
end rotation bends the pipe and causes the through-thickness crack to open. An end rotation
could be caused in a piping system by transverse pipe segments extending due to thermal
expansion. The moment knock-down factors and crack driving force are computed for a range of
crack lengths.

C.2 Analysis

The FEA pipe crack meshes were generated using the FEACrack software (Quest Reliability
commercial software), and the analysis was run using ABAQUS (ABAQUS, Inc. software).
Two pipe lengths were examined in the analysis. The total length, 2L, of the pipe models were:
60 in and 60 ft. The FEA models are quarter symmetric with a model length of L. The pipes
have an inside radius, Ri. of 6.0 in, and a thickness of 1.5 in. The initial bending stress in the
pipe is 25 ksi (uncracked pipe).

The moment knock-down factor for a fixed rotation was computed for each crack length to
evaluate the effect of the increasing crack length on the pipe bending moment. The moment
knock-down factor is the ratio of the bending moment in the pipe with a crack, M, to the initial
uncracked pipe bending moment, M0.

moment knock-down factor = MIMo
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Appendix C: Secondary Stress Study-Pipe Bending With a Through-Thickness Crack

The bending moment in the pipe is computed by summing the node reaction forces across the
end of the pipe where the imposed rotation is applied.

The J-integral knock-down factor is the ratio of the crack driving force for a fixed rotation, Je, to
the driving force for a fixed applied moment, JM,

J-integral knock-down factor = J/Jý

The imposed rotation causes bending, but has a limited amount of elastic energy. As the crack
length increases, the crack opening will cause the bending moment in the pipe and crack driving
force to decrease.

The imposed rotation at the end of the pipe was applied in two ways. First, the imposed rotation
and an axial constraint was applied to all the nodes at the end of the pipe. This method causes
pipe bending, but also restricts any axial extension of the pipe. Second, the imposed rotation was
applied using a single master node (multi-point constraint method), which allows the pipe to
extend axially. The results for these two approaches are discussed in the sections below.

C.2.1 Material Data

For the elastic analysis cases, the Young's modulus of elasticity, E, is 30,000 ksi, and the
Poisson ratio is 0.3.

For elastic-plastic analysis material type TP304 (pipe ID DP2-A8) was used. The yield strength
is 26.1 ksi, the tensile strength is 66.5 ksi, the modulus E is 26,495 ksi, and the Poisson ratio is
0.3. The stress-strain curve is shown in Figure C-1. The curve was computed from Ramberg-
Osgood parameters (a power-law equation), the first point was modified to give elastic behavior
below 30 ksi.

C.2.2 Imposed Rotation and Restrained Axial Extension

For an imposed rotation applied to all the pipe end nodes, the axial extension is also constrained
since all the nodes move a specified distance. That is axial displacement was imposed to nodes
on the end of the model, such that displacement varied linearly through the pipe section and was
zero at the neutral axis For long through-thickness cracks, partial crack closure was observed in
the results. Figures C-2 to C-5 show a comparison of the bending of the cracked pipe due to an
applied moment where the pipe can extend axially, versus the imposed rotation with restrain
axial extension that can cause partial crack closure. By using this type of imposed rotation and
axial restraint, and due to the crack closure, the pipe does not behave according to simple beam
theory. However, there is a reduction in the moment knock-down factor for longer crack lengths.
In Figures C-6 and C-7, the circled data points represent where the crack is closing. The moment
knock-down factor reaches a minimum value since the region of crack closure is the same for the
longer cracks. As Figure C-8 illustrates, the crack driving force (J-integral) reaches a peak value,
but then decreases for longer cracks.
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C.2.3 Imposed Rotation and Unrestrained Axial Extension

In the multi-point constraint (MPC) method, a single master node at the center of the pipe is
grouped with the pipe end nodes, and the imposed rotation is applied to the master node. This
method allows the axial extension of the pipe to remain unrestrained so that the pipe can extend
while bending. Figures C-9 and C-10 show that since the pipe length is allowed to extend
axially, the knock-down factors and crack driving force decrease to zero as the through-thickness
crack length extends around the full pipe circumference. Comparing the crack driving force to
an applied moment and applied rotation (Figures C- I1 and C- 12) shows that the bending moment
applied unlimited strain to the pipe and the crack driving force is unbounded. The imposed
rotation applies finite strain to the pipe and the crack driving force decreases after reaching a
peak value. Figure C- 13 shows that the J knock-down factor decreases with crack length.

C.3 Summary

The moment knock-down factor and crack driving force in a pipe with a through-thickness crack
was examined by finite element analyses of quarter-symmetric pipe models; the pipe models
have two lengths (short and long) and a range of crack lengths. An imposed rotation was applied
at the end of the pipe to cause the pipe bending. Elastic and elastic-plastic analysis results were
compared. The finite amount of strain imposed by the rotation shows that the moment knock-
down factor and crack driving force relative to the load controlled case decrease significantly as
the crack length increases.

The results of this calculation demonstrate that a circumferential crack in a cylinder responds
differently to bending generated by a displacement-controlled source (rotation) versus one
generated by a load-controlled source (moment). Even with bending applied to a 60-foot length
of piping, the applied moment under displacement loading was found to reduce greatly as the
crack length increased. Figures C-10 and C-13 show the key results, which demonstrate the
general tendency for relief of secondary piping loads given sufficient crack plane rotation.
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APPENDIX D: SCATTER IN LEAK RATE PREDICTIONS

Appendix D was prepared by

Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
6855 South Havana Street
Suite 350
Centennial, CO 80112

Principal Investigator
D. Harris

D.1 Evaluation

The purpose of this note is to summarize the results of a study performed regarding accuracy of
leak rate predictions from cracks in pipes. This study was requested at the meeting on June 19
and 20 at Dominion Engineering offices in Reston, Virginia. A word document of Reference
D-1 was provided in an e-mail from David Rudland of EMC 2 on June 22. IGSCC crack leak rate
data from Table B.5 of this reference was employed. This provides about 82 data points of
predicted leak rate versus measured leak rate. Table D-l summarizes the data for which both
measured and predicted values are available. This table is in gallons per minute (gpm), which
have been converted from the kg/sec used in Reference D- 1. Figure D- I is a plot of this data.

Note that the scatter in the data is much larger at low leak rates, say below 0.1 gpm. This is
consistent with the figure shown in the meeting at Dominion Engineering.

The leak rate data was sorted to include only measured leak rates above 0.1 gpm, since small
leak rates are not of interest in this context. Values of the ratio of the measured to the predicted
leak rates were calculated for the pruned data, which was then sorted in ascending order of this
ratio. Table D-2 lists the 34 resulting points. The probability was evaluated from the formula
P=--(I-½2)/N. Figure D-2 presents a normal and lognormal plot of the data.

Figure D-2 shows that the data is not well fit by either a normal or lognormal distribution, and
that the 9 5 "h percentile is about 1.5. This means that there is a 95% probability that the actual
(measured) leak rate will not exceed the calculated value by more than a factor of 1.5.

Another reading on the scatter in leak rate predictions can be obtained from results from
Reference D-2, which provides the following relation for the standard deviation of the leak rate
for a given mean:
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Appendix D: Scatter in Leak Rate Predictions

where,

Q0 =1 gpm=O.063093kg/s

Co=0.4671199
CI=0.8675548
C,=0.0062139.

Assuming the leak rate to be normally distributed with the mean and standard deviation as given
above provides the result in Figure D-3. This figure shows that the 95" percentile is predicted to
be less than 2 times the mean for flow rates above about 0.1 gpm.

The above results indicate that the leak rate for IGSCC cracks can be predicted within a factor of
1.5-2.0 95% of the time. However, other sources of uncertainty exist, such as applicability of
IGSCC data to estimation of scatter for PWSCC, as well as uncertainty in the inputs to the leak
rate calculations for PWSCC cracks (items such as surface roughness and pathway loss
coefficient).

D.2 References

D- 1. SQUIRT, Seepage Quantification of Upsets in Reactor Tubes, User's Manual, Windows
version 1.1, March 24, 2003, Battelle, Columbus, Ohio.

D-2. M. Bergman, B. Brickstad and F. Nilsson, "A Procedure for Estimation of Pipe Break
Probabilities Due to IGSCC," International Journal of Pressure Vessels & Piping, Vol.
74, pp. 239-248.
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Table D-1
Listing of IGSCC Data from Table B.5 of Reference 1 (Leak Rates in gpm)

Measured Predicted

0.016 0.094

0.016 0.094
0.017 0.121
0.017 0.138
0.017 0.138
0.017 0.13
0.001 0.003
0.001 0.004

0 0.001
0 0.002

0.002 0.002
0.002 0.002
0.002 0.002

0.001 0.001
0.002 0.001
0.002 0.001
0.482 0.403
0.46 0.323

0.769 0.501
0.732 0.537
0.716 0.618
0.704 0.612
0.582 0.488
0.569 0.485

0.398 0.314
0.372 0.263
0.477 0.425
0.472 0.415

0.628 0.556
0.624 0.575
0.715 0.667
0.75 0.689

0.609 0.613
0.621 0.623
0.609 0.521
0.471 0.496
0.415 0.311
0.249 0.301

Measured Predicted

0.029 0.021

0.031 0.027
0.035 0.031
0.038 0.034

0.006 0.021

0.008 0.029
0.062 0.031
0.069 0.034

0.051 0.022

0.057 0.029
0.04 0.014

0.056 0.026
0.065 0.032
0.035 0.015
0.041 0.025
0.05 0.032

0.012 0.009
0.014 0.02
0.024 0.026
0.029 0.031
0.028 0.026
0.024 0.02
0.021 0.013
0.029 0.009
0.037 0.02
0.043 0.026
0.043 0.031
2.393 5.468
2.488 4.406

2.774 5.405
2.235 1.759
2.679 4.01
3.027 5.341

3.17 5.373
2.821 4.184

2.393 1.965
2.029 1.062
2.79 4.359

3.154 5.405
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Table D-2
Ratio of Measured to Predicted Leak Rates for IGSCC Data from Table B.5 of Reference 1
with Measured Leak Rate Greater than 0.1 gpm

ratio probability ratio probability

0.438 0.0147 1.128 0.5147
0.513 0.0441 1.137 0.5441
0.565 0.0735 1.15 0.5735
0.567 0.1029 1.159 0.6029
0.584 0.1324 1.167 0.6324

0.59 0.1618 1.173 0.6618
0.64 0.1912 1.192 0.6912

0.668 0.2206 1.197 0.7206
0.674 0.25 1.218 0.75

0.826 0.2794 1.268 0.7794
0.949 0.3088 1.27 0.8088
0.992 0.3382 1.337 0.8382
0.998 0.3676 1.363 0.8676
1.071 0.3971 1.416 0.8971

1.085 0.4265 1.422 0.9265
1.087 0.4559 1.535 0.9559
1.123 0.4853 1.91 0.9853
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Figure D-1
Predicted Leak Rate versus Measured Leak Rate for IGSCC Data
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APPENDIX E: EVALUATION OF PRESSURIZER ALLOY
82/182 NOZZLE FAILURE PROBABILITY

Appendix E was prepared by

Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
6855 South Havana Street
Suite 350
Centennial, CO 80112

Principal Investigators
P. Riccardella
D. Dedhia
D. Harris

E.1 Introduction

To complement the deterministic analyses described in the main body of this report, the MRP
also performed a probabilistic evaluation of the Alloy 82/182 pressurizer butt welded nozzles,
considering current inspection data, to assess the effect of various inspection options on the
probability of a nozzle failure in the time interval until all nozzles are inspected or mitigated.
There are three major elements to the probabilistic analysis approach:

1. FLAW DISTRIBUTION. As discussed in Section E.2 of this report, considering
inspections performed through Spring of 2007, data exists for a total of 50 Alloy 82/182
nozzles that either have been inspected as part of the MRP- 139 inspection program [E- 1],
or in which leaks, cracks or UT indications have been detected prior to the commencement
of MRP-139 examinations in 2006. These data, summarized in Table E-1, and illustrated
graphically in Figure E-2, are used to estimate probable flaw distributions that might exist
in uninspected nozzles.

2. FRAGILITY CURVE. A second important aspect of the analysis, discussed in Section
E.3, is the critical flaw size to cause a nozzle failure. For any given flaw size,
characterized in terms of percentage of cross section lost to the crack (denoted in this
report as the Criticality Factor, CF%), there is a probability that the flaw will cause a pipe
rupture under operating loads and internal pressure. This probability of rupture versus
flaw size is called a "fragility curve" which can be combined with a probable flaw
distribution to estimate the cumulative probability of a nozzle failure in the time period up
to the time of the recent inspections.

3. CRACK GROWTH. The flaw distribution discussed in 1 above represents a snapshot at
the time of the inspections. In order to make meaningful comparisons of future
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Appendix E: Evaluation of Pressurizer Alloy 82/182 Nozzle Failure Probability

probabilities of rupture under various inspection scenarios, estimates of the probability of
future flaw growth must be made. The deterministic results of Section 7 of the main body
of this report are used, as discussed in Section E.4, to produce a series of flaw distributions
similar to those discussed in 1 above, but which increase with time. These time-varying
crack size distributions are used in conjunction with the fragility curve to produce
estimates of the probability of rupture versus time into the future (at six month intervals).

The analysis process is illustrated in Figure E-1. A typical flaw distribution (Weibull) at the time
of the recent inspections is illustrated by the curve on the left hand side of the graph. This curve
is estimated to shift to the right due to crack growth during each six-month period between
outage seasons, as illustrated by the series of parallel dashed curves in the figure. Finally, the
fragility curve is illustrated by the red curve on the right hand side of the figure. Figure E-lb is a
zoom-in view of the low probability region of the same graph.

The failure probability is actually simulated by a process of Monte Carlo sampling from a flaw
distribution and the fragility curve, as discussed in detail in Section E.5. Each time a trial yields
a flaw size from the flaw distribution that is greater than the critical flaw size from the fragility
curve; it represents a predicted nozzle rupture. The number of predicted ruptures divided by the
total number of trials performed represents the cumulative probability of rupture (per nozzle) up
to the time of the flaw distribution. The Monte Carlo simulation process is performed for each
time period for which a flaw distribution has been determined, and the incremental probabilities
of failure (per nozzle, per time interval) are computed by subtracting the cumulative probabilities
for adjacent time intervals. Finally, the incremental probabilities are multiplied by the number of
nozzles, divided by the number of plants, and then combined by calendar year to produce the
common units of probability per reactor-year for various inspection scenarios.

E.2 Flaw Distributions

The flaw size distribution is estimated from inspection data.

E.2.1 Inspection Data

A compilation of the inspection data used to develop the flaw distributions is provided in Table
E-1. There are a total of 50 data points listed, in approximate chronological order, with a total of
7 axial indications (or leaks), and 7 circumferential indications. The early data (2005 and earlier)
are legacy data that preceded MRP-139 inspections, and in some cases include non-pressurizer
nozzles such as hot and cold leg drains, as well as international data. The 2006 and 2007 data
are from inspections performed in response to MRP-139. The indication data were confirmed in
each case with utility ISI personnel. The circumferential indications include the three Wolf
Creek indications observed in Fall-2006.

The data were updated to reflect recent inspections performed in Spring 2007. These include a
total of ten new data points, nine clean and one moderate-sized circumferential indication. These
new data did not indicate any new trends that weren't apparent from the prior data.
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Figure E-2 presents a locus plot of the data in which crack length as a percentage of
circumference is plotted along the abscissa, and crack depth as a percentage of thickness on the
ordinate. Axial indications plot along the vertical axis (l/circumference = 0) in this plot, with
leaking flaws plotted at a/t = 100%. Circumferential indications plot at non-zero values of
e /circumference, at the appropriate alt. Clean inspections are plotted randomly in a 10% box
near the origin, to give some indication of inspection uncertainty.

Also shown on this plot are loci of critical flaw sizes from the fragility curve discussion in
Section E.3. 50 th and 99.9"' percentile plots are shown. It is seen from this figure that all of the
flaw indications detected are far below the sizes needed to cause a rupture. However, this
analysis must address the small but finite probability that larger flaws may exist in uninspected
nozzles, plus the potential for crack growth during future operating time until all the nozzles are
inspected (or mitigated).

There exist a total of about 280 Alloy 82/182 pressurizer nozzles in 50 PWRs affected by this
concern. Under the industry inspection program in accordance with MRP-139 (and approved
deviations) 83 nozzles were inspected or mitigated, by the end of 2006, at the time that the Wolf
Creek indications were observed. An additional 74 were performed in Spring 2007, and 70 are
scheduled for Fall 2007. (Note that many of the nozzles were preemptively mitigated (via weld
overlays) without inspection prior to the overlay, and the post-overlay inspections cover a limited
volume, explaining why the numbers of inspections in Table E-1 are much less than these totals.)
The issue being addressed in this report concerns a total of 51 nozzles in 9 plants for which
inspections or mitigation are not currently planned until Spring 2008 under the industry program.

E.2.2 Statistical Fits to the Data

The "Criticality Factor" (CF = percentage of cross section lost to the assumed crack) was
computed for each of the nozzles in Table E- 1 (last column), by multiplying the reported
indication circumferential lengths times their depths, and dividing the product by the
approximate cross sectional area of the nozzle at the flaw location. CF corresponds,
approximately, to the percentage of circumferential cross sectional area that is lost due to the
observed indications, assuming that they are cracks with a depth equal to their maximum
reported depth over the entire length of the indication. (Section E.3 contains test data and
associated discussion that confirm the appropriateness of CF as a parameter to characterize
nozzle failure.) A cumulative distribution of criticality factors was then developed, by sorting
the data from smallest to largest CF and assigning each data point a rank of i/N (where i = the
inverse rank of each data point and N = the total number of data points, 50). The individual data
points are listed in Table E-2, which also shows the estimated cumulative probability (i/N) of an
indication exceeding each CF value. Note that Table E-2 only lists the eight nozzles that had
circumferential indications. The other 42 nozzles had a CF of zero (clean or axial indications
only) and were not included in curve fitting the distribution, although N was assigned as the total
number of data points (50).

Weibull, Log-Normal and Exponential fits to the data of Table E-2 are shown on a log-log scale
in Figure E-3. The fits to the data were made by fitting a straight line to the data after
transforming it to scales that would result in a straight line if the random variable had that
distribution (equivalent to plotting it on probability paper appropriate for each distribution type).
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The resulting distributions and the data are shown in Figure E-3. Table E-3 summarizes the
parameters of the fits.

From Figure E-3 it is seen that the Weibull and Log-Normal distributions are excellent fits
within the range of the actual data (up to -12% CF). The exponential distribution fit is not as
good, but still reasonable. Figure E-3 also shows the distributions extrapolated out to large flaw
sizes, from which it is seen that there are substantial differences between the distributions at
large sizes, even though they all agree well in the range of the data. For this reason, the
probabilistic analysis will not be used to estimate absolute failure probabilities, but rather to
compare relative probabilities for various inspection scenarios, under a common set of
assumptions. Results of Monte Carlo simulations for the three distribution types are presented in
Section E.5.

E.3 Critical Flaw Size Distribution

There are two sources of statistical variability in the critical flaw size calculations. One is the
variability in the applied loads for the different plants and nozzle types, and the second relates to
uncertainty in ability to predict critical flaw size (CF%) when the applied loading is known.
These two sources of variability are addressed separately and then combined statistically to
produce a single fragility curve as discussed in the following subsections.

E.3.1 Applied Load Distribution

Applied loads for the 51 PWR pressurizer nozzles scheduled for Spring 2008 inspections, plus
the Wolf Creek pressurizer nozzles, have been compiled as part of the advanced FEA project.
Figure E-4 presents a summary of this compilation, in terms of ASME Code membrane and
bending stress levels (Pm and Pb) computed using standard Code formulas and nozzle
dimensions for each plant. The loads include pressure and dead weight primary loading plus
sustained thermal expansion (Pe) loads for some nozzles, which are secondary or displacement
controlled. Analyses were performed in the advanced FEA project, as documented in
Appendices B and C, which demonstrate that secondary loads do not need to be included in
critical flaw size computations for the surge nozzles, thus justifying the exclusion of both
thermal expansion and stratification loads on those nozzle types. However, such analyses were
not performed for the other nozzle types (spray, safety and relief) so sustained thermal expansion
loads are included in the critical flaw size computations for these nozzle types

Safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) loads are also included in Figure E-4, as indicated by the
dashed lines in the plot. For the probabilistic evaluation, the load data were analyzed separately,
with and without SSE loads, permitting seismic loads to be considered with a reduced probability
of occurrence (typically 0.001 per year or less) relative to normal operating loads.

The data in Figure E-4 were sorted by increasing stress level, and were found to be well fit by
Log-Normal statistical distributions, as illustrated in Figures E-5 and E-6 for Pm + Pb, with and
without SSE loads, respectively. The fitting accuracy and parameters of the Log-normal fits are
included on the figures.
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E.3.2 Compilation of Full Scale Pipe Tests

The statistical fits of Figures E-5 and E-6 can be sampled to provide estimates of the distribution
of applied loading on the pressurizer nozzles in the study. However, even if the applied loading
were known with complete accuracy, uncertainty exists in our ability to predict the critical flaw
size, in terms of CF%. To help characterize this uncertainty, a review was performed of test data
from the NRC-sponsored Degraded Piping Program conducted at Battelle Columbus
Laboratories [E-2, E-3]. Approximately 60 full scale pipe tests were conducted in this program,
of pipes containing three types of circumferential defects: through-wall cracks, surface cracks,
and complex cracks (see Figure E-7). Pipe sizes ranged from 4" to 42" and loadings included 4-
point bending, combined bending + internal pressure and pure axial load. The majority of the
pipes tested were in the 6" to 16" range which is directly relevant to the pressurizer nozzles being
evaluated. Pipe materials in the tests included 304 stainless steel, Alloy 600 and Carbon Steel,
but no pipes containing A-82 or 182 weldments were tested. Therefore the results of the
predominantly base material pipe tests must be translated to DMWs on the basis of relative
material properties for use in this evaluation. Fortunately, the piping materials used in the
program were extensively characterized in terms of tensile properties and fracture toughness (J-R
curves). Recent data also exists on the J-R properties of a large A-182 weldment, which can be
used for comparison to the test materials.

Figure E-8 is a plot of test data from 31 of the pipe tests, performed on Austenitic materials only
(304SS plus A-600). The data are plotted in terms of maximum loading achieved in the pipe
tests (i.e. failure load) vs. % of pipe cross section cracked (CF %). The maximum load is plotted
in terms of applied stress at the cracked cross section normalized by the ASME Section III
design allowable stress for the appropriate test material (304 SS or A-600) and temperature, (Pm
+ Pb) / Sm.

The large majority of the tests in Figure E-8 were conducted under bending loading (Pb) only,
and those tests yielded a very consistent trend. However, in order to include pipes tested under
combined membrane plus bending (Pm + Pb), and since the applied nozzle loadings in Section
E.3.1 include both membrane and bending loads, a correction factor was developed based on net
section collapse analyses plus data from similar pipes tested under varying amounts of
membrane and bending stress. Specifically, tests were conducted for some flaw geometries
(surface flaws and WOL tests) under combined pressure plus bending loads. These were
complemented by net section collapse analyses of the other flaw types (thru-wall and complex
flaw geometries) to calculate the effective increase in total loading as a function of the relative
fraction of Pm versus Pb in the test/analysis. The following correction factor for membrane
stress was obtained:

(Pm + Pb)/Sm ousfed= [(Pm + Pb)/Sm] x [0.9817 + 0.4311 x PmI(Pm + Pb)]

which varies from -1 for pure bending loading (Pm/(Pm + Pb) = 0) to -1.4 for pure membrane
loading (Pm/(Pm + Pb) = 1). Figure E-15 presents a plot of this correction factor, and the
associated test and analysis data, which demonstrates an excellent correlation with the data.

Plotting the test results in this manner yields a monotonic trend with relatively little scatter,
indicating that CF% is a reasonable parameter for characterization of the effect of cracking on
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pipe failure load, for the pipe and crack geometries tested, which are directly relevant to the
subject nozzles. A power law fit of the data is shown on Figure E-8, which exhibits very good
correlation and relatively little scatter for test data of this type. The equation and correlation
coefficient of the fit are as follows:

(Pm + Pb)/Sm = 0.4061 (CF)-'46'13

R = 0.8988

E.3.3 Development of Fragility Curve

In order to develop a statistical distribution for this curve, residuals were calculated based on the
difference between the actual CF for each data point and that predicted by the power law fit (CF
-- CFIpreiCta). The residuals were then sorted from lowest to highest, and were found to be
reasonably represented by a normal distribution, as illustrated in Figure E-9. CF% was selected
as the dependent variable in this correlation, since applied loading is the independent variable in
the analysis (i.e. applied loads determined from the plant loading distributions are used to
determine critical CF% from Figures E-8 and E-9).

Consistent with the advanced FEA project, the applied loads are first multiplied by a Z-factor
[E-4] before entering Figures E-8 and E-9 which accounts for potentially lower toughness of
Alloy-182 weldments relative to the austenitic base materials tested in the pipe tests. J-
Resistance testing of a typical Alloy-182 weldment showed little or no reduction in toughness
relative to the pipe test materials [E-4]. Sm for stainless steel base metal at pressurizer operating
temperature was used to normalize the plant loads.

The final step in developing the fragility curve was to perform Monte Carlo sampling from the
load distribution of Figure E-5, and then independently sample the critical flaw size distribution
of Figures E-8 and E-9 for critical CF % for each load. Consideration was given to occasionally
sampling from the SSE distribution of Figure E-6 (e.g. once in every 1000 simulations),
however, the two distributions are so close that this was judged to have an insignificant effect.
1000 samples were performed, resulting in the critical flaw size distribution shown in Figure
E-10. Both the sampling results and a Log-Normal fit to the distribution are plotted. The Log-
Normal fit was found to give a very accurate representation of the fragility curve distribution.
Parameters of the Log-Normal fit are also listed in Figure E-10.

One anomaly exists in the fragility curve in Figure E-10 which requires explanation. The curve
yields a probability of failure of less than one for CF = 100%, which is physically impossible.
This effect results from sampling the tails of the two distributions, which occasionally yields
unrealistically small applied loads or unrealistically high critical flaw sizes (For example, the
right hand side of the power law curve in Figure E-8 doesn't go through zero.) However, this
anomaly is corrected'in the Monte Carlo analyses of Section E.5 by discarding and re-sampling
any trials in which the critical flaw size is predicted to be greater than 100%.
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E.4 Crack Growth

E.4.1 Summary of Advanced FEA Results

The advanced FEA analyses addressed a total of 53 cases with variations of each resulting in
over 100 individual crack growth analyses. Over half of the analyses demonstrated stable crack
arrest prior to penetrating through-wall or reaching critical size. The remainder exhibited
varying degrees of crack growth. The first 20 cases were denoted base cases, and include cases
that envelope all geometries and loads for the 51 Spring 2008 pressurizer nozzles. The 20 base
cases and their resulting crack growth rates, in terms of CF% per year are summarized in Table
E-4. (Note that a total of 22 analyses are actually reported in the table since two cases were run
with two sets of weld residual stresses each.) The crack growth rates naturally divide into two
regimes: crack growth from initial assumed flaw size until through wall (TW) penetration,
denoted "Ratel" in the table, and crack growth following TW penetration, denoted "Rate2".
Rate2 can beseen to be on average about an order of magnitude greater than Ratel, indicating
significant acceleration in crack growth once the assumed crack breaks through and becomes
through wall.

Another observation from Table E-4 is that all but two base cases exhibit relatively small pre-
TW crack growth rates (-1%/yr < Ratel < 3.5 %/yr) with the exception of Case 6 (9.85%/yr) and
Case 17 (14.97%/yr). A similar trend is seen in the post-TW growth rates (Rate2), albeit at much
higher rates. Thus for the geometries enveloped, the high crack growth rates predicted for cases
6 and 17 are relatively rare. The remainder of the cases (21 through 53) for the most part started
with cases 6 and 17 and looked at the effect of various analysis parameters and assumptions on
these bounding cases. For this reason, it was judged not appropriate to include these remaining
cases in the statistical distribution of crack growth rates, since they would bias the distribution
very much to the high side. Instead, only the base cases were used, but the spread in the
distributions was combined with the experimental scatter in crack growth rates from MRP- 115
[E-5], as described in the next section.

E.4.2 Adaptation to Probabilistic Analysis

The base case crack growth results identified in Section E.4.1 were used to define statistical
distributions of crack growth rates for the probabilistic analysis. Figure E- 11 presents the sorted
data for pre- and post-penetration crack growth rates plotted versus cumulative probability.
Bilinear fits to the data were developed for the two regions of each of the curves. These bilinear
distributions properly characterize the dichotomy observed in the FEA results (i.e. about an 80%
probability that the crack growth rate will be relatively small, and about a 20% probability of
large crack growth rates as observed in Cases 6 and 17). The high portion of the crack growth
distributions also extrapolate out to even higher crack growth rates than those predicted for Cases
6 and 17, thereby covering to some extent the remaining sensitivity cases that weren't included
in the distribution.

The distributions in Figure E-1 1 do not include the scatter in the crack growth rate itself. All the
base case computations used the 75" percentile of the MRP-155 crack growth rate distribution
that describes material crack growth rate scatter (Figure E-12).
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The material crack growth rate scatter needs to be combined with the above analytical
distributions to obtain the overall statistical description of the crack growth rate. This was
accomplished by Monte Carlo simulation employing the following steps:

1. Sample from the bilinear distributions of Figure E-1 1.

2. Divide the sampled value by the ratio of the 75th to the 50th percentile of the MRP-1 15
distribution of Figure E-12(i.e. adjust to the median).

3. Sample from the MRP distribution (with a median of 1 and lognormal shape parameter of
0.6069) to determine a multiplier for the analytical crack growth rate.

4. Multiply the sample from Step 2 by the sample from Step 3.

This provides a set of samples from which a cumulative distribution can be derived. The
cumulative distribution for pre-TW penetration is shown in Figure E-13 on lognormal scales (as
data points) along with a lognormal distribution that was fit to the data. The line is seen to
provide a good description to the Monte Carlo results. The constants describing the line are the
parameters of the lognormal distribution of crack growth rate for pre-penetration.

A similar analysis was performed for the post-TW penetration data. Figure E-14 provides the
corresponding results.

Note that, for purposes of this analysis, it was not considered necessary to include new crack
initiations or multiple crack initiations during the evaluation periods. These are considered to be
adequately addressed by starting with the empirical nozzle flaw distributions derived in Section
E.2.

E.5 Monte Carlo Analysis

Monte Carlo simulation was used to generate results of the probability of a nozzle failure as a
function of time.

E.5.1 Methodology

The following steps were used in each trial of the Monte Carlo simulation.

1. SAMPLE CRACK SIZE (CF%) from one of the flaw size distributions (Weibull, Log-
Normal, Exponential) developed in Section E.2. Truncate the CF at 100% (if the sampled
CF is greater than 100%, then discard it and sample again). Separate Monte Carlo
analyses were conducted for each of the distribution types, and results are presented for
each.

2. SAMPLE PRE-PENETRATION CRACK GROWTH RATE from a log-normal distribution using the
same percentile as the sampled crack size (based on the observation that the larger cracks
likely were associated with high crack growth rates, either due to material, high loads, or
both). This crack growth rate was used for crack sizes up to CF = 40%, which
corresponds to the mean crack size at through-wall penetration in Table E-4.
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3. SAMPLE POST-PENETRATION CRACK GROWTH RATE from a lognormal distribution using an
independent sample. This crack growth rate was used to grow cracks beyond CF=40%.

4. SAMPLE FRAGILITY CF. Truncate the Fragility CF at 100% (if the sampled Fragility CF is
greater than 100%, then discard it and sample again).

5. GROW THE CRACKS in steps of 6 months at a time for up to 18 months. The pre-
penetration crack growth rate is used for cracks of size less than 40%. The post-
penetration crack growth rate is used once the crack size exceeds 40%. (If the initial size
of the sampled crack is greater than 40 %, it will always grow at the post-penetration
rate.) Failure at a given time step (0, 6, 12, 18 months) is defined as the cracking CF
exceeding the fragility CF.

6. CHECK FOR CRACK ARREST. Probability of arrest is an input, and only applies to sampled
cracks of initial size that are smaller than 40% CF. If the sampled crack is less than 40%,
a random sample is taken from the uniform distribution. If this sample is less than the
probability of arrest, then that crack does not grow beyond 40% CF. This crack could still
cause a failure if the sampled Fragility CF is less than the cracking CF. If the sampled
crack size is greater than 40%, arrest is not assumed. Based on the results of the
advanced FEA crack growth analyses, a probability of arrest = 0.57 was used in the
Monte Carlo analyses.

7. THE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE is computed as the number of failures divided by the
number of trials.

E.5.2 Cases Analyzed

Monte Carlo results were generated for all three distribution types (Weibull, exponential,
lognormal) for times up to the present and for 6, 12, and 18 months into the future. Since the
majority of the inspection data reported in Table E- 1 were from 2006, and the Wolf Creek
inspection findings were observed in Fall 2006, the inspection data were treated as a snapshot in
time at end of the Fall 2006 outage season, and that date was assumed to be the present, or time
= 0 in the time-based probability of failure results.

E.5.3 Results

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations are presented in Table E-5. 107 trials were used in
each case. The cumulative probabilities are directly from the Monte Carlo simulation and are
given for each of the three distribution-types. The incremental probabilities are the differences
in the cumulative probabilities for each six-month time span. These correspond to the
probability of a nozzle rupture (per nozzle) during each six-month time interval.

The number of nozzles column corresponds to the number of remaining, PWSCC-susceptible
pressurizer nozzles that will not have been inspected or mitigated at the end of each outage
season, assuming that the industry inspection plans are implemented. The next column reflects
the number of plants containing those uninspected/unmitigated nozzles. The probability of a
nozzle failure in the time increment is given by the expression P o=1 -(1 p,)N, where p, is the
incremental failure probability for a single nozzle and N is the number of nozzles. The per plant
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probability of a nozzle failure is then obtained by dividing by the number of plants in which
those nozzles exist.

It may be observed from Table E-5 that the incremental probabilities of nozzle failure are
remaining about constant for each of the six month intervals, especially for the analyses
performed with the Weibull and lognormal flaw distributions (which from Figure E-2 were the
better fits of the data). The analyses with the exponential distribution show some increase in
incremental probability of failure versus time, but those start at much lower present values (time
= 0), since the exponential fit produced less conservative extrapolations of probabilities of larger
flaw sizes. Since the numbers of susceptible nozzles and plants are being removed from the
population at a steady rate, the industry inspection plan results in an essentially constant
probability of a nozzle failure per time interval, until the time when all nozzles will have been
inspected or mitigated, at the end of the Spring 2008 outage season.

E.6 Conclusions

The following observations are offered based on the results of the probabilistic evaluation
presented in Table E-5:

* Pressurizer nozzle failure probabilities (per plant, per six months) for the Spring-08 Plants
are approximately the same as what has existed in PWRs due to PWSCC susceptible
pressurizer nozzles during the Fall and Spring of 2007 (on the order of 4 x 10-3 per plant,
per six months). During 2007, this failure probability existed for the entire year, resulting
in an estimated failure probability (per plant per year) of -8 x 10-3. For 2008, this
probability will exist for less than six months; so on a per reactor-year basis, the failure
probability will actually be a factor of two smaller in 2008.

* The absolute failure probabilities resulting from this study are greater than generally
accepted LOCA frequencies. However, as stated in Section E.2, the results of the
probabilistic evaluation are not intended to yield absolute probabilities for comparison to
fixed licensing limits, but rather, are intended to provide estimates of the relative effects of
various inspection programs, such as accelerating the Spring 2008 exams versus not
accelerating them. Furthermore, these results assume no leakage or plant response to
leakage. For comparison to accepted LOCA probabilities, they need to be factored by the
probability of non-Leak-Before-Break (or failure to react to leakage), which is expected to
be very small, given the increased attention to the PWSCC concern in these particular
plants and nozzles, and the associated confirmatory action commitments by the utilities
relative to leakage monitoring and immediate plant actions if leakage is detected..

* Based on the advanced FEA analyses performed in the body of this report, plus the above
referenced confirmatory action commitments, it is extremely unlikely that leaks from these
nozzle locations would go undetected for a sufficient duration and of sufficient magnitude
that a break could occur before operator action to shut the plant down. A total of 108 crack
growth analysis cases were performed in the main sensitivity matrix and all 108 cases
showed either stable crack arrest or crack leakage and stability results that satisfied agreed-
upon evaluation criteria. In most cases, the results showed large margins relative to those
criteria. Many of the cases were conservative sensitivity studies that utilized limiting base
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case results as their starting point, and thus the 108 case matrix (plus several supplemental
cases that were added) represent a conservatively biased sample of the actual nozzle
population. On this basis, a reasonable estimate of the probability of a leak going
undetected to the point of pipe rupture in one of the subject nozzles is estimated to be on
the order of 1/500 (assuming that an unbiased matrix of the actual nozzle population would
add an additional 400 arrests or acceptable cases). Applying this probability to the
probability of nozzle rupture, assuming no LBB, for the Spring 2008 plants of 1.6 x 10- to
4 x 10-3 (Table E-4) results in a combined probability of pipe rupture of 3.2 x 10-6 to
8 x 10-6 per reactor-year for the nine Spring 2008 plants.

On the basis of these evaluation results, it is concluded that there is no significant benefit, in
terms of reduced nozzle failure probability, to accelerating the originally scheduled Spring 2008
inspections. The probability of nozzle failure, assuming no leak before break, is predicted to be
less for the Spring 2008 plants than it was, on a per-plant-year basis, for the plants that
inspected/mitigated in Spring or Fall of 2007. The results of this study are complementary to the
advanced FEA program discussed in the body of the report, in that they provide an indication of
what to expect for the very small number of cases in which leak-before-break cannot be
demonstrated.
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Table E-1
Plant Data used in Flaw Distribution

rp iOgao Indication Indication C

Ciaiver 2 2005 CLurain 2 0.56 Axial 0.6056 0.628 10% 10% 1.00%
TCaver 2 2003 Durg n 2 13xa 0.565 0.09200 05% 0% 0.00%

o 2005 el 6 1al . .T c% 0 o0

Farley 2 2005 Safety 8 1. Cxilea 0.000 0.000 90% 0% 0.00%
Farlert 2 2005 SLpray 6 0.83 Cln 0.000 0-0 10% 10% 0.00%
Calvert 1 a0 HL Drain 2.5 0.54 xical 0.10 0.450 19% 5% 0.92%

DCCo 006 Saetef 6.6 1.3 Axial 1.200 0000 88 0%. 0.0%
Carlert 1 2006 Surget 127 1.6 Cleac 0.000 2.400 25% 6% 1.50%

D-Bey 2006 Srelie 4. 0.812 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

-Calvert 2006 L Drain 2.5 0.54 Circ 0.100 0.500 10%/ 0% 0.00%
DarleB 1 2006 Safety 4.56 0 1.1 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

Calvert 1 2006 Surge 12.75 1.6 Circ 0.4-00 2.400 25% 6% 1.50%

•Besse 200 CI ri .6 Ail 0.5 . % 0 .0

D-B 2006 Relief 4.5 0.8125 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
D-B 2006 Safety 4.5 0.8125 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
D-B 2006 Safety 4.5 0.8125 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
D-B 2006 Spray 5.125 0.625 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
D-B 2006 Surge 11.5 1.125 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

Prairie Is. 2006 Surge 15 1.5 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

SONGS 3 2006 Safety 8 1.1875 Clea .0.000 0.000 0%6 % 0.00%
SONGS 2 2006 Safety 8 1.4 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
SONGS 2 2006 Spray 5.5 0.75 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
SONGS 3 2006 Relief 8 1.1875 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
SONGS 3 2006 Safety 8 1.1875 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
SONGS 3 2006 Safety 8 1.1875 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
SONGS 3 2006 Spray 5.5 0.75 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
SONGS 3 2006 Surge 13 1.437 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Watts Bar 2006 Relief 7.75 1.29 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Watts Bar 2006 Safety 7.75 1.29 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Watts Bar 2006 Safety 7.75 1.29 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Watts Bar 2006 Safety 7.75 1.29 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Watts Bar 2006 Spray 6 0.9 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Watts Bar 2006 Surge 15 1.5 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

Wolf Creek 2006 Relief 7.96 1.32 Circ 0.340 11.500 25.8% 46% 11.85%
Wolf Creek 2006 Safety 7.96 1.32 Circ 0.297 2.500 22.5% 10% 2.25%
Wolf Creek 2006 Safety 7.96 1.32 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Wolf Creek 2006 Safety 7.96 1.32 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Wolf Creek 2006 Spray 6 0.9 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

Wolf Creek 2006 Surge 15 1.45 Circ 0.465 8.750 32.1% 19% 5.95%
Farley 2 2007 Safety 8 1.1 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
Farley 2 2007 Safety 8 1.1 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

Farley 2 2007 Safety 8 1.1 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

Farley 2 2007 Safety 8 1.1 Clean 0.000 0.000 0% 0% 0.00%
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Table E-1
Plant Data used in Flaw Distribution (cont'd)

Inspection OD Thick Type of Indication Indication CritPlant Date Nozzle (in) (t, in) Indiction Depth Length aft I/circ Factylnt Date ((a, in) (I, in) Factor

Farley 2 2007 Spray 6 0.83 Clean

Farley 2 2007 Surge 15 1.52 Circ

Calvert 2 2007 Safety 8 1.1875 Clean

Calvert 2 2007 Safety 8 1.1875 Clean

Calvert 2 2007 Spray 5.5 0.75 Clean

Calvert 2 2007 Surge 13 1.437 Clean

0.000

0.500

0.117

0.052

0.066

0.030

0.000 0% 0% 0.00%

3.000 33% 6% 2.12%

1.886 0% 0% 0.00%

1.681 0% 0% 0.00%

1.475 0% 0% 0.00%

3.107 0% 0% 0.00%

Table E-2
Circumferential Indications from Table E-1 Including Estimates of Cumulative Probability

Rank, F,

CF i iIN* 1-F

0.92% 7 0.14 0.86

1.00% 6 0.12 0.88

1.50% 5 0.1 0.9

2.09% 4 0.08 0.92

2.25% 3 0.06 0.94

5.95% 2 0.04 0.96

11.85% 1 0.02 0.98

* N = 51
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Appendix E: Evaluation of Pressurizer Alloy 82/182 Nozzle Failure Probability

Table E-3
Summary of Base Case Crack Growth Results from Advanced FEA Project
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Appendix E: Evaluation of Pressurizer Alloy 82/182 Nozzle Failure Probability

Table E-4
Parameters of the Fitted Distributions

Distribution Complementary Cumulative Values of R2

Type Distribution Parameters

Exponential Ce-x/b 1/b = 16.293, 0.9052
C= 0.1225

Weibull e-(X/,q),63=0.2543, 0.9704
TI=0.000539

Log-Normal 1 ln(x/ m) m = 0.0040365, 0.9704
Serfc = 2.775745

Table E-5
Results of Monte Carlo Simulation

TimeriNozzle/ Failure
Distribution/ Time Cum. Incr. Nozzle Failure

Outage (mos.) Incr. Nozzles Plants
Season (mos.) Prob. Prob. (p) (N) (NP) Probability

Total* per Plant**

Weibull
Fall-06 0 6.4380E-04 278 50

Spring-07 6 6 1.3855E-03 7.42E-04 195 34 0.1347 0.0040
Fall-07 12 6 2.1573E-03 7.72E-04 121 21 0.0892 0.0042

Spring-08 18 6 2.8700E-03 7.13E-04 51 9 0.0357 0.0040

Log Normal
Fall-06 0 8.5860E-04 278 50

Spring-07 6 6 1.7445E-03 8.86E-04 195 34 0.1587 0.0047
Fall-07 12 6 2.5585E-03 8.14E-04 121 21 0.0938 0.0045

Spring-08 18 6 3.2759E-03 7.17E-04 51 9 0.0359 0.0040

Exponential
Fall-06 0 2.1000E-06 278 50

Spring-07 6 6 3.1500E-05 2.94E-05 195 34 0.0057 0.0002
Fall-07 12 6 1.5300E-04 1.22E-04 121 21 0.0146 0.0007

Spring-08 18 6 4.4470E-04 2.92E-04 51 9 0.0148 0.0016

*Total Failure Prob. = I - (1-p)N

**Failure Prob. Per Plant = Total Prob./NP
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Figure E-1
a) Complementary Cumulative Distribution of Crack Area Fraction at Different Times,
along with Complementary Cumulative Distribution of Critical Crack Area Fraction (CF, %)
b) Enlargement of Low Probability Region of Figure E-la
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Figure E-2
Plot of Indication Sizes along with 50'h and 99.9th Percentiles of Fragility Curve
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Figure E-3
Complementary Cumulative Distributions of CF Showing Each of the Three Fits along with
the Data
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Figure E-4
Compilation of Applied Stresses (Pm + Pb) in 51 Pressurizer Nozzles scheduled for Spring
2008 Inspection plus Wolf Creek, with and without SSE seismic stresses. Data for Spray,
safety and relief nozzles include thermal expansion loads, data for surge nozzles include
primary stresses only.
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Figure E-5
Log-normal Fit and Parameters of Applied Load Distribution without Seismic Loads
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Log Normal Fit wISSE
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Figure E-6
Log-normal Fit and Parameters of Applied Load Distribution without Seismic Loads

(a) Simple Through4Val1
Crack

(b) Internal Surface
Crack

(c) Complex Crack

Figure E-7
Illustration of Circumferential Flaw Types Tested in Degraded Piping Program Full Scale
Pipe Tests
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Figure E-8
Plot of Full Scale Pipe Test Data from Degraded Piping Program. Austenitic Materials Only;
Various Flaw Types
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Figure E-9
Normal Probability Plot of the CF% Residuals between Test Data and Power-Law Curve in
Figure E-8
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Figure E-11
Data for Pre- and Post-penetration Area Growth Rates Illustrating the Bilinear Nature of the
Distributions
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Figure E-12
MRP-1 15 Distribution Characterizing Material Crack Growth Rate Scatter for PWSCC in
Alloy 182 Weld Metal
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Figure E-13
Monte Carlo Simulation Results of Pre-TW Penetration Crack Growth Rates with Fitted
Lognormal Line
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Figure E-14
Monte Carlo Simulation of Post-TW Penetration Crack Growth Rates with Fitted Lognormal
Line
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